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Nature and origins of intuitive psychology in human infants

Abstract

We cannot help but see ourselves and others as intentional agents, who have goal

states of the world in mind and plan costly actions in order to realize them. In this

thesis, I investigate the origins of these abilities in human infants, and aim to describe

these origins in engineering-specific terms. I ask: What are the representations and

computations that support infants’ understanding of other people and their actions? I

argue that infants use an abstract, coherent theory of psychology to explain and predict

other people’s actions. I present evidence that when infants observe other agents act,

they appreciate that agents seek to minimize the cost of their actions (Paper 1: Liu &

Spelke, 2017, Cognition), trade off the cost of acting against the rewards actions bring

(Paper 2: Liu, Ullman, Tenenbuam, & Spelke, 2017, Science), and act so as to cause

changes in the world (Paper 3: Liu, Brooks, & Spelke, 2019, PNAS ). Across all of these

studies, infants flexibly apply this reasoning to agents that are unfamiliar to them,

and to actions that they themselves are incapable of performing. I end by speculating

on infants’ co-developing intuitive physics and psychology and their understanding of

agentic and physical causation. Collectively, this work shows that human infants rapidly

come to see other people as intentional causal agents acting in a physical world.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction

Every day, we look out into the world and see scenes of people in motion, and make

sense of these scenes by appealing to their underlying causes. We appreciate the mental

world of actors, including their desires, percepts, and beliefs, and we also see these

actors as solid bodies acting in a physical world, who can exert forces and navigate

themselves through the geometrical configuration of their physical environment. How do

our minds get so much meaning from this input, and how we grow to this knowledge

over development?

The answer from cognitive science is that humans hold a folk theory of psychology,

an abstract and coherent system of knowledge that causally relates the actions of other

people to their beliefs, knowledge, percepts and goals, and specifies how the physical

world constrains what people can do (Dennett, 1987; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1998; Perner,

1991; Wellman & Woolley, 1990). While the development of concepts like belief, on some

views, take 4 or so years to develop (Wellman et al., 2001) a narrower understanding of

goal-directed action, that represents people as intentional agents who pursue their desires
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efficiently, has been well-documented in infants (Csibra et al., 2003; Csibra & Volein,

2008; Gergely et al., 1995; Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Skerry et al., 2013; Southgate &

Csibra, 2009).

What is the content and form of this knowledge in the first year of life, before

infants accumulate the kinds of experiences older children and adults have? How do

infants establish what people want, or which actions are hard and easy? How does

their limited motor experience constrain this understanding? In this thesis, I argue that

infants hold a coherent theory of other people’s actions: a precursor to a full-blown

representational theory of mind. In support of this argument, I present two main

pieces of evidence. First, infants’ knowledge includes quantitative abstract variables,

which relate to each other causally, allow infants to infer hidden causes from limited

observations, and make predictions in new situations. Second, infants can go beyond

their observations and experiences to reason about novel agents engaging actions infants

themselves are incapable of performing. This early-emerging mentalistic theory of action

provide a means for infants to learn rapidly about the social world, and they serve as a

key foundation for our prodigious ability to think about and learn from other minds.

1.1 Mentalistic action understanding: Formal

proposals for the adult state

In the 1940s, Fritz Heider and Marianne Simmel brought graduate students into their

lab, showed them a short animated film, and asked them to describe what they saw. The

film consisted of three moving geometrical figures (a circle, and two triangles), moving
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around and into a larger hollowed-out rectangle (Figure 1.1). But when their participants

watched this movie, they could not help but see these shapes as agents, the rectangle as

a physical enclosure or house, and to analyze the movements of these characters in terms

of intentions to bully, help, chase, evade, and hide1. Using terminology from Dennett

(1987), participants could have taken a physical stance when interpreting these scenes,

describing the constitution of the objects in the scene as well as their velocity and mass.

They also could have taken a design stance, wherein the objects in the scene serve a

telos or ultimate purpose, and behave according to this design. Instead of taking either

the physical or intentional stance, the vast majority of participants took an intentional

stance, by appealing to mentalistic explanations of behavior, including variables like

beliefs and desires.

Figure 1.1: Still frames from Heider and Simmel (1944). What makes it possible for people

to see these characters as causal agents, with the capacity to change states of the world (e.g.

bottom left panel; the big triangle tears down the enclosure), with visual perspectives (e.g.

bottom middle panel; the small triangle and circle can see each other, but neither character can

see the big triangle), and emotional states and social relations (e.g. bottom right panel; the big

triangle enters the enclosure while the circle cowers)?

1Here is my favorite response from Experiment 1, where people were simply asked to write down what

they saw: “Lovers in the two-dimensional world, no doubt; little triangle number-two and sweet circle.

Triangle-one (hereafter known as the villain) spies the young love. . . ” (Heider & Simmel, 1944, pg. 247)
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Almost 80 years later, we are far from a formal model for how the adult human mind

can receive the sequence of images from Heider and Simmel (1944), make meaning out

of these images, and communicate this meaning through written language. Nevertheless,

cognitive science has made great strides in formalizing the principles that allow us

to solve parts of this problem. In the following section, I lay out two key ideas from

computational cognitive science that have been particularly powerful for explaining our

adult intuitive psychology, and that drive the work in this thesis.

The first idea is that we understand other people’s actions by reasoning about their

plans (Baker et al., 2009). Just as perception is a problem of inverse graphics–observing

a 2D image and inferring the configuration of 3D-objects that most likely generated

the image–Baker et al. (2009) proposed that theory of mind is, by analogy, a problem

of observing a sequence of actions, and reasoning backwards about the mental states

and physical constraints that most likely generated those observations2. Given that

an agent plans actions to bring about states of the world, subject to its beliefs and

physical constraints, specifying the forward planning model becomes a matter of using

model-based planning programs from reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998),

and inferring the causes of action becomes a problem of Bayesian inference over that

program. Through empirical studies and computational modeling, Baker et al. (2009)

found that this proposal captures human adults’ judgments about which of several

2A large literature in social psychology makes a similar suggestion: Understanding other people’s

actions, and our own, is a problem of figuring out which causes best explains a given behavior (e.g.

inherent properties of the person that would make them behave this way across many situations, or

inherent properties of the situation that would make anyone behave this way in this situation) (Gilbert

& Malone, 1995; Ross, 1977)
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objects is most likely the agent’s goal and their predictions about what the agent will do

next in a new situation. Subsequent studies extended these findings to show that human

adults also take into account how agents’ perceptual states lead to their beliefs about

the world, and how these beliefs in turn guide their actions (Baker et al., 2017).

What variables go into these plans? Further work by Jara-Ettinger et al. (2016)

demonstrates that the plans impute to other agents do not appeal only to their goals,

but also balance between cost and reward–how much actions cost, and how much reward

agents place over states of the world. Rather than only acting to carry out their desires,

or acting to minimize effort, agents balance these two variables, attempting to carry out

actions that maximize reward while minimizing cost. Utilities, defined over cost and

reward, are thus separable causes of action: When an agent chooses an apple, easily in

reach, from a banana, sitting all the way across the room, it could be that the agent likes

bananas but not enough to take a costly action to get them, or because the agent likes

apples and bananas the same, and chooses the easier action. But change the agent’s

behavior, such that the agent travels all the way across the room for the banana, and

our intuitions sharpen: here, it’s likely that the agent prefers the banana to the apple,

because she was willing to undergo a costly action to get to the banana rather than a

much easier action to get the apple. The proposal that we understand other people’s

actions by inverting their plans, which are composed of the agent’s goal states and the

cost of the actions that will bring about those goal states, is termed the Naive Utility

Calculus (NUC) (Baker et al., 2017; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), and has gained empirical

support in studies of young children (Bridgers et al., 2019; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2017;

Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015a; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015b) and adults (Baker et al., 2017).

Although Dennett’s intentional stance, the Naive Utility Calculus, and theory of
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mind more broadly are proposals concerning how we understand the actions and minds

of people, it is no coincidence that all of these proposals (at least coarsely) also include

representations of physical space and objects3. For an agent to circumvent obstacles like

walls and barriers, and for us to see those actions as rational, we have to appreciate

that the physical world constrains her actions in the first place. For an agent’s physical

actions to cost her something, there has to be a psychologically relevant penalty the

agent assigns to moving her physical body through space. For agents to have perceptual

access to some things but not others (e.g. the wall, but not the apple behind it), the

physical world also has to constrain her epistemic states. Although it is intuitive, in

some cases, to think about mental states as separable from physical bodies (e.g. the

mind as separate from the brain), our commonsense understanding of scenes requires us

to evaluate people’s actions and behaviors in physical spaces, wherein solid bodies move

around solid obstacles towards their goals (which themselves are locations and objects).

Thus, I believe that any complete explanation of action understanding has to include

representations of objects and scenes, as well as mental states.

3This is true for virtually all tasks of action understanding in non-human animals, children, and

infants, covered in the next few sections.
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1.2 Origins I: Action understanding in non-human

animals and young children

Premack and Woodruff (1978) first coined the term “theory of mind”4 and asked

whether Sarah the chimpanzee, like human adults, possesses one. Specifically, they

asked whether Sarah could impute mental states onto others and make use of them to

solve problems like inferring what tool a person needs in order to reach a goal object,

and predicting whether a human adult versus child will be successful in solving various

problems. Sarah was shown videos of humans facing a series of predicaments (e.g. a

person stuck in a cage, trying to reach for bananas, or trying to light a heater), and then

was asked to choose a solution for these predicaments from a set of pictures (e.g. a key,

a stepstool, and a lit match). Sarah succeeded, making correct responses about what

kinds of solutions are appropriate for which kinds of problems, even if the situations were

unfamiliar to her, and even if she had to go beyond simple visual matching to succeed

(e.g. distinguishing between a bent and unbent key to release a person trapped in the

cage). Premack and Woodruff (1978) took these findings to mean that Sarah understood

not only something about objects and their functions, but how about how these objects

could be used to accomplish other people’s goals. This investigation spurred a cottage

industry of investigation in both non-human animals and human children. Do animals

4In this thesis, I focus the literature review, experiments, and interpretations on action understanding,

as opposed to representational theory of mind. Although the principles that guide our action understand-

ing most likely serve as precursor to a representational theory of mind, this thesis does not speak directly

to whether and how infants understand other people’s mental states beyond their goals and desires, the

physical cost of their actions, and their powers to cause changes over states of the world.
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like chimpanzees, macaques, and bonobos, who have no access to language, take an

intentional stance? Do young children, who are just beginning to master the language of

mental states, appreciate the mental states guiding other people’s actions?

1.2.1 Evidence from non-human animals

Many experiments have shown that non-human animals are sensitive to the goals and

intentions of other people, as well as their perceptual states (Call & Tomasello, 2008;

Drayton & Santos, 2016). Here, I focus on non-human primates, the population with the

most previous work. Apes are sensitive to people’s intentions: They distinguish between

people who are unwilling versus unable to provide them with food (Call et al., 2004),

interpret people’s reaches as directed towards a particular object (Kano & Call, 2014),

and copy intentional, freely chosen actions more than actions forced by the circumstance

(Tomasello & Carpenter, 2005). Apes and monkeys also are sensitive to perceptual

states: They follow other people’s gaze (Bettle & Rosati, 2019; Drayton & Santos, 2017;

Povinelli & Eddy, 1996), and make use of where other people are facing or looking in

order to compete with them (Flombaum & Santos, 2005). Recent work also suggests

that chimpanzees also use people’s beliefs about the locations of hidden objects (Kano

et al., 2019; Krupenye et al., 2016) to anticipate what they will do in new situations.

From this literature, it is clear that non-human primates go beyond people’s overt

actions and reason about the goals and knowledge that led to these actions. Whether

these representations are fully mentalistic is a matter of active debate (Heyes, 2017):

Does nonhuman primates’ success in these tasks depend on a grab bag of heuristics (e.g.

“people look for objects where they last saw them”, or “when a person’s eyes are out of
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view, steal the food”) or on deeper, more abstract mental state concepts like goal and

knowledge? While the work in this thesis does not address this question, the methods

devised to test similar questions in human infants could be adapted for comparative

work to probe whether non-human animals conceive of other people as intentional

agents who plan actions towards rewarding states of the world (for studies taking this

approach to investigate representations of space, biological motion, causal perception,

and physics, see Chiandetti et al., 2015, Mascalzoni et al., 2010, Regolin & Vallortigara,

1995, Vallortigara & Regolin, 2006).

1.2.2 Evidence from human children

Work in parallel has investigated how human children come to appreciate other people’s

desires, intentions, perceptual states, and knowledge (Perner, 1991; Wellman & Liu,

2004; Wellman & Woolley, 1990). While there is much active research and debate around

how children come to understand beliefs as propositional attitudes (Apperly & Butterfill,

2009; Tomasello, 2018; Wellman et al., 2001), here I focus on precursors of this ability,

asking how children make use of earlier-emerging mental state concepts to interpret

people’s behaviors. As early as 3 years, children appeal to desires (e.g. wanting to play

or eat), mental activity (e.g. thinking about where something is) and physiological states

(e.g. pain and hunger) when asked to provide verbal explanations for people’s behaviors

(Bartsch & Wellman, 1989). At the same age, children appreciate that different people

can have different desires (Wellman & Woolley, 1990), and understand how actions like

seeing can lead to knowing (Wimmer et al., 1988).

Children also make use of the cost of actions and the reward of goal states in order
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to understand others’ actions. By age 5, children appreciate that people choose actions

based on tradeoffs between cost and rewards (e.g. is this apple worth the climb up

the tree to attain it?), and understand that people’s capacities to act, and thus the

subjective cost of their actions, vary from person to person (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015a).

Children also appreciate that people hold not only beliefs about the world, but also

beliefs about their own desires and the cost of their actions, and thus are motivated to

maximize expected utility. As agents have only limited access to the objective properties

of the world, they could be uncertain about what they like, or have a false belief about

how hard an action will be. Children take into account the subjective nature of utility

and use it to make inferences about agents’ states of knowledge, their uncertainty about

their own preferences, and to make predictions about what they will do (Jara-Ettinger

et al., 2017).

1.3 Origins II: What infants understand about

agents’ actions on objects

What is the content and form of action understanding in the first year of life, before

infants accumulate the kinds of experiences older children and adults possess? Because

infants are built to learn, and their theories of other people change and develop in

childhood (Gopnik & Wellman, 1992; Perner, 1991; Wellman, 2002), understanding the

early states of this knowledge is a non-trivial challenge for cognitive science.

Decades of research on human infants has shown that aspects of our action

understanding emerge early in life. Before their first birthdays, infants conceive whole
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bodies, hands, even simple geometric shapes like the ones from Heider and Simmel (1944)

as agents (Gergely et al., 1995; Luo, 2011; Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Woodward, 1998).

Infants expect agents to have solid bodies (Saxe et al., 2006), looking longer when an

occluded hand appears to pass through a barrier as well as when a train does, relative to

events in which an occluded hand or train appears to pass in front of the barrier. Infants

also interpret agents’ actions on objects as directed towards those objects: When a hand

reaches for a ball over a bear, 5-month-old infants expect the hand to continue reaching

for the ball if the two objects switch locations, looking longer when the hand reaches

towards the bear in the place where the ball used to be (Woodward, 1998). Infants

also are sensitive to people’s perceptual states: They follow others’ gaze, and expect

others to direct their gaze towards objects rather than towards empty space (Csibra &

Volein, 2008; Johnson et al., 1998), and make use of what people can see in order to

form expectations about their actions (Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Luo & Johnson, 2009).

Infants also are sensitive to the cost of people’s actions: They expect self-propelled

objects (or inert objects propelled by an agent; Saxe et al., 2005) to be physically

constrained by obstacles like barriers and walls, and to alter their action after the

removal of this constraint (Csibra, 2008; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Phillips & Wellman,

2005; Skerry et al., 2013). Finally, infants are sensitive to the ways that agents can cause

objects to change state (e.g. break apart, play music) expecting these outcomes to occur

on contact (Muentener & Carey, 2010).

In the same timespan, infants form expectations about the properties of and

interactions between physical objects. Infants expect inanimate objects to be solid

(Baillargeon et al., 1985; Spelke et al., 1992), looking longer when two objects appear to

pass through each other than when they move in similar ways without this violation of

11
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solidity. Infants also expect objects to move on continuous paths, looking longer when

an object appears to blip out of existence and back into it at a different location (Spelke

et al., 1992). Infants also have some rudimentary understanding of gravity, expecting

unsupported objects to fall versus hover in midair (Needham & Baillargeon, 1993), and

objects to accelerate down inclined planes (Kim & Spelke, 1992). Finally, infants are

sensitive to causal relations between inanimate objects, and expect events like one object

setting another into motion to occur on contact (Ball, 1973; Muentener & Carey, 2010).

In sum, human infants have the resources to reason about both objects and agents,

but strikingly, the empirical evidence already suggests that in some situations, infants

connect variables in intuitive psychology to each other, and to variables from intuitive

physics. For example, in order to appreciate that some actions are efficient and others

are inefficient with respect to an agent’s physical constraints, infants need to understand

something about how solid walls and barriers limit what people can do (Gergely &

Csibra, 2003; Saxe et al., 2006). As another example, infants’ sensitivity to what people

can see when reasoning about their goals (Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Luo & Johnson,

2009) requires them to appreciate that physical obstacles impose limits on what people

can see, and this in turn affects what goals they could hold in mind and pursue through

their actions (Luo & Johnson, 2009). As one last example, the earliest tests of object

representations suggest that infants are able to reason about agents and objects together:

Infants readily suspend their expectations about how surfaces support objects if a hand

grasps and holds the object from above (Spelke et al., 1992). The finding that infants

distinguish between events in which an agent holds a ball in midair, versus when the ball

hovers by itself, suggests that they appreciate how solid surfaces and hands can provide

objects with a means to resist gravity.
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In summary, infants in the first months of life appreciate some aspects of the mental

lives of people, some aspects of the physical world, and may even put these two domains

of reasoning together when interpreting people’s actions on the world. Nevertheless, it

is unclear whether infants solve this problem by assuming other people’s plans on the

physical world, and what they understand about these plans. This question animates

the work presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4 Origins III: How infants’ motor immaturity

constrains what they can understand about

action

“Hence it is natural that at this developmental level the external world does

not seem formed by permanent objects, that neither space nor time is yet

organised in groups and objective series, and that causality is not spatialised

or located in things. In other words, at first the universe consists in mobile

and plastic perceptual images centred about personal activity. “ -Piaget

(1954)

The finding that infants have some understanding of agents and objects in the

first months of life is striking, in part, because of how immature infants are in other

ways. With the exception of some innate reflexes, motor development is slow (Group &

de Onis, 2006): It takes infants, on average, 4 to months of figure out how to reach for

and grasp objects (von Hofsten, 1989), 6 months to sit unsupported, 8 months to learn

how to crawl, and 12 months to learn how to balance themselves in an upright position

so that they can stand and walk, with a large amount of variability across infants.

How do infants’ experiences acting on the world influence their action understanding?
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On one view of development (Piaget, 1952), all of our complex knowledge about the world

comes from sensorimotor experience: Acting on the world provides new sensorimotor

information and prompts infants to posit new models of the world that they have not

considered before. On another view (Carey, 2009; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007), infants

start out with some understanding of agents and actions, which could support their

subsequent motor and social development. Piaget’s view enjoys empirical support from

many scholars of cognitive science. One piece of evidence comes from behavioral studies

of infants’ action understanding. Babies come to understand simple actions like reaching

and grasping, and more complex, multi-step actions, like pulling a cloth in order to reach

a toy sitting on top of the cloth, at around the same time that infants learn to successfully

perform these actions (Loucks & Sommerville, 2012; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005;

Woodward, 1998). A second piece of evidence comes from studies of the neural substrates

of action understanding in human infants and macaques. Neural populations in macaque

motor cortex seem to be specifically tuned into a particular action (e.g. grasping an

object), and strikingly, respond both when macaques perform these actions, see other

people perform these actions, or hear the sounds associated with these actions (Kohler

et al., 2002; Rizzolatti et al., 2001). Similarly, neural signals of motor activity in human

infants are elicited both when infants reach for objects, and when they observe other

people’s reaches (Southgate et al., 2009). This amodal representation of action in the

motor cortex that jointly represents infants’ own actions and the actions of others

has been argued to support action understanding via action simulation (Decety &

Sommerville, 2003; Gallese et al., 2004): By building a sensorimotor map from action

experience, infants can make use of this map to understand similar actions in other

people by ’putting themselves in other people’s shoes’ (applying their map to the body
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of the person performing the action), performing the relevant simulation, and reading

out information like that person’s intention or goal5.

In spite of the good news, there are a few clear cases where this explanation simply

falls short of explaining how we come to understand agents and minds. First, from studies

of people with limited access to vision, it is clear that knowledge about mental states

is not merely an accumulation of first-person experiences of those mental states. For

example, people who are born without sight nevertheless come to a rich understanding

of seeing, including and how seeing leads to knowing (Koster-Hale et al., 2014), and they

rapidly come to this understanding in childhood (Landau et al., 2009). Blind adults even

understand fine-grained distinctions between visual terms like “sparkle” and “blaze” in

much the same way that sighted adults do (Bedny et al., 2019). Second, from studies

of human infants, it is clear infants struggle to understand certain mental states in

others, in spite of lots of first-person experience with those mental states. Even though

infants experience positive and negative affect from birth, it takes them 10 months to

interpret the emotional vocalizations of others as evidence for their preference, or to

predict the emotional vocalizations who succeed vs fail to achieve their goals (Phillips

et al., 2002; Skerry & Spelke, 2014). Third, on philosophical grounds, it is not clear how

putting oneself in another person’s shoes (the most extreme version of using one’s own

experiences to understand someone else’s experience) could lead to an inference about

5Notably, this neural evidence could be used to argue just the opposite: Action understanding in hu-

man infants and non-human animals could share a neural substrate with motor planning not only because

motor planning is necessary for action understanding, but also because observing other people’s actions

could provide important information relevant for motor planning. For infants, action understanding could

support their developing motor capacities.
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someone else’s goal or belief, without an additional mechanism for explaining how we

could infer our own mental states from our actions (Saxe, 2009)6.

Nevertheless, the question is still an empirical question: Does first-person experience

acting on the world influence action understanding? If so, by what means?

The answer to the first question is yes: First-person experience acting on the world

indeed causes changes in infants’ interpretation of other people’s actions. The most

striking evidence for this comes from studies of 3-month-old, pre-reaching infants, who

do not yet reach for, grasp, or act intentionally on objects. Bringing these infants

into the lab and giving them the ability to pick up objects (‘sticky mittens’ training),

produces subsequent changes in infants’ action understanding. Just two or three

minutes of experience of batting at and picking up objects with a Velcro mitten helps

infants appreciate that when mittened hands reach towards objects, they’re reaching

towards those objects, rather than that location in space (Gerson & Woodward, 2014b;

Sommerville et al., 2005), and that reaching is costly and constrained by barriers (Skerry

et al., 2013). Critically, infants seem to gain unique insight from performing these actions

themselves: They do not learn the same information from watching an actor perform

similar actions while wearing mittens (Gerson & Woodward, 2014b).

But the second question remains unanswered: Infants appear to learn something

6Decades of work from social psychology on cognitive dissonance and self-perception show that even

as adults, experiencing intentions and goals is not enough for us to understand why we chose to do what

we did (Bem, 1967; Festinger, 1962). If even human adults struggle to understand our own minds on the

basis of simply experiencing our actions, how could we make use of this understanding to solve the even

harder problem of understanding other minds? My personal view is that we may use a mentalistic theory

of action even to understand our own behaviors.
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from their motor experience, but what? One possibility is that infants build a

sensorimotor map between their bodies and other people’s during sticky mittens training,

and use this map to understand other people’s actions through their past experience

with mittens. There is, however, strong evidence against this proposal: Sticky mittens

training improves infants’ sensitivity to reaches over barriers, even if these barriers were

never a part of their training (Skerry et al., 2013), and even though infants themselves

are incapable of reaching around barriers for objects until 9 months of age (Diamond &

Gilbert, 1989). Another explanation is that infants learn from sticky mittens training

that reaching is a causal action. Three-month-olds may be puzzled by how reaching an

object could possibly cause it to be entrained by the hand grasping it, but learn during

training that simply contacting a specific set of objects with the mittened hand can

result in this effect. This view is consistent with findings that infants who are trained

on sticky mittens succeed only at interpreting actions performed with a similar mitten,

and not with a bare hand (Woodward, 2008), and that training infants on one set of

objects, and testing them on a different set, takes away the benefit of training (Gerson

& Woodward, 2014a).

In summary, while it’s clear that action experience does influence infants’ action

understanding, we do not know what the nature of this influence is. This question guides

the work presented in Chapter 4.

1.5 Preview of Chapters 2-4

This thesis centers on the nature and origins of action understanding in human infants,

and addresses the following three questions left open by past work:
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1.5.1 Chapter 2: Do infants hold a continuous representation

of action cost?

The work presented in Chapter 2 takes the case study of action cost (Gergely et al., 1995;

Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Skerry et al., 2013), and investigates the computational basis

for this understanding. What representations do infants use to analyze the efficiency

of an action and to formulate the expectation that agents act efficiently? We test two

answers to this question. First, infants could use their understanding that agents are

solid (Saxe et al., 2006) and that agents move towards things they prefer (Woodward,

1998) to form the expectation that whenever possible, agents move to their goals, but

if necessary, will navigate around obstacles towards their goals. Second, infants could

represent action cost as a continuous variable that agents seek to minimize.

In Liu and Spelke (2017), we show that 6-month-old infants expect other agents to

minimize the cost of their actions: If a low barrier comes between an animated character

and her goal, infants looked longer when this character takes an unnecessarily high

leap over this barrier, relative to when she jumps just high enough to clear the barrier,

suggesting that they were more surprised by the former action. In two additional studies,

we show that this effect is not due to the velocity, height, or path length of these actions

(if the barrier is moved out of the agent’s way throughout the experiment, infants no

longer have systematic expectations about the height of the agent’s jump), and also

not due to localized learning during the experiments (if the barrier is moved out of the

agent’s way initially, and then suddenly blocks her path, infants still expect the agent to

take a minimally costly jump, even though they never observed this agent circumventing

a barrier). In sum, the work in Chapter 2 shows that infants understand that action
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costs are continuous, and that infants expect agents to minimize the cost of its actions

the very first time they see this specific agent navigate around an obstacle. However,

this work leaves open what action cost is to a baby (path length, time expended, or force

applied over a path, among other possibilities), and whether this variable participates in

more complex reasoning about other people’s action plans.

1.5.2 Chapter 3: Are inverse planning and the naive utility

calculus present in the infant mind?

Are the powerful computational resources that guide action understanding in adults

and older children present in the infant mind? The work in Chapter 3 builds on the

discoveries of Chapter 2 and focuses on the case study of utility, investigating whether

infants make use of information about action cost to make inferences about the reward

of goal states, and to use this information predict what agents will do in novel situations.

Across 3 experiments, Liu et al. (2017) show that infants use continuous representations

of action cost in order to learn about the preferences of other people. After seeing a

character jump a low (but not a medium) barrier for a yellow object and jump a medium

(but not a high) barrier for a blue object, 10-month-old infants expected the character to

choose the blue over the yellow object in a new situation, when both objects appeared in

the scene with no barriers. This work shows infants not only expect others to be efficient

(Gergely et al., 1995; Liu et al., 2017) and to have preferences (Woodward, 1998), but

also assume that others take cost and reward jointly into account when planning actions

towards goals (Baker et al., 2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016). In additional studies, we

show that infants’ conceptions of physical effort are not reducible to any single path
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feature like speed, time, path length, vertical motion, or horizontal motion. We also

tested an array of computational models on these and past findings (Gergely et al., 1995;

Liu & Spelke, 2017; Woodward, 1998), and found that only a model that maximizes

utility over cost (conceived as physical effort), and reward (conceived as value) fully

accounts for all of them. In sum, by ten months of age, infants appear to see others as

utility-maximizing intentional agents whose plans include abstract variables like cost and

reward.

1.5.3 Chapter 4: Where do these abilities come from?

A prevailing theory in developmental psychology is that infants gain knowledge of other

agents’ actions from experience performing their own actions (Gallese et al., 2004; Piaget,

1954). The most striking evidence of this hypothesis comes from studies of 3-month-old

infants, who do not reach for or act on objects. Giving so-called ‘prereaching’ infants

motor experience acting on objects with Velcro-covered mittens causes them to see other

people’s actions as goal-directed (Sommerville et al., 2005) and physically constrained

(Skerry et al., 2013). The work in Chapter 4 explores a different explanation for this

finding. Rather than learning broader concepts like goal from action experience with

mittens, infants may learn that mittens convert the complicated action of reaching for,

grasping, and lifting an object into a simple, causally transparent instance of action on

contact.

This interpretation predicts that showing infants simpler actions with clear contact

relations should boost their sensitivity to the cost of these actions, even in the absence

of motor experience with mittens. In five experiments, our findings were consistent
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with this prediction: 3-month-old infants appreciate physical constraints on reaching

when these actions cause an object to light up, but this sensitivity is absent when a

person’s hand stops short of the object, which then illuminates after a delay (a signature

of causal perception in older infants and adults; Michotte, 1963, Muentener & Carey,

2010). Overall, this work provides evidence that the origins of social intelligence is

rooted in primitive concepts like goal, cost, and cause, that are enriched by learning and

experience. Infants may enter the world with little knowledge of the specific actions or

goals of the people around them, but they can rapidly gain this knowledge because they

know that there are causes, costs, actions, and goals to search for in the first place.

1.6 Conclusion

In sum, the studies in this thesis provide evidence that infants hold abstract, coherent

knowledge of psychology to understand other people’s actions in the world. Early in

life, infants represent hidden causes of action that allow them to explain and predict

other people’s behaviors. This knowledge is abstract in two ways. First, infants’

representations of variables like cost and goal are not reducible to simple perceptual

features, but rather appear to center around more general concepts of physical work

and value. Second, infants readily go beyond their own observations and experiences,

to reason about novel agents performing novel actions that infants are incapable of

performing themselves. In the concluding chapter, I speculate about some of the issues

left open by this work, including how infants’ intuitive physics relates to their intuitive

psychology, and the origins of their general understanding of causes. While we are still

far from fully explicit and formal computational account of intuitive psychology, at any
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age, this thesis reveals striking continuities between how adults and infants analyze

and understand the actions of other people, including our ability to stretch beyond our

experiences to reason about new people and new actions, to see someone act and to

imagine why, and given why, to predict what will happen next.

1.7 Open science practices

Across Papers 1-3, all methods and procedures were planned in advance of data

collection. All analyses in Paper 2 and Experiments 2-5 from Paper 3 were planned in

advance of data collection. In Paper 1, I originally planned to conduct analyses on raw

looking times, but updated this plan to model infants’ log-transformed looking times

after the publication of Csibra et al. (2016). The results of Paper 1 hold regardless of

whether raw or log-transformed looking times are analyzed. I inherited the data from

Experiment 1 of Paper 3 from a collaborator, and therefore did not have the opportunity

to plan an analysis for this experiment ahead of data collection. I planned (Experiments

2-3) and pre-registered (Experiments 4-5) all methods, predictions, and analyses for

subsequent experiments in Paper 3, including a direct replication of this first experiment

(Experiment 5).

Across Papers 1-3, all stimuli, data, pre-registrations, and code are open access

and available at https://osf.io/6r9dd/ (Paper 1), https://osf.io/mykph/ (Paper 2), and

https://osf.io/rcsns/ (Paper 3).
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Chapter 2

Costly, more or less

This thesis chapter originally appeared in the literature as:

Liu, S. & Spelke, E. S. (2017) Six-month-old infants expect agents to

minimize the cost of their actions. Cognition

2.1 Abstract

Substantial evidence indicates that infants expect agents to move directly to their

goals when no obstacles block their paths, but the representations that articulate this

expectation and its robustness have not been characterized. Across three experiments

(total N = 60), 6-month-old infants responded to a novel, curvilinear action trajectory

on the basis of its efficiency, in accord with the expectation that an agent will move to its

goal on the least costly path that the environment affords. Infants expected minimally

costly action when presented with a novel constraint, and extended this expectation to

agents who had previously acted inefficiently. Infants’ understanding of goal-directed
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action cannot be explained alone by sensitivity to specific features of agent’s actions (e.g.

agents tend to move on straight paths, along supporting surfaces, when facing their goals

directly) or extrapolations of agents’ past actions to their future ones (e.g. if an agent

took the shortest path to an object in the past, it will continue to do so in the future).

Instead, infants’ reasoning about efficiency accords with the over-hypothesis that agents

minimize the cost of their actions.

2.2 Introduction

Action understanding is a fundamentally under-determined problem: an infinite

combination of causes could explain a given observed behavior, including the emotions,

desires, and beliefs internal to agents, the goals and obstacles in the world, the physical

forces that agents must overcome to achieve their goals, and the forces that their actions

produce. In spite of this computational challenge, we solve this problem quickly and

intuitively every day: Viewing a simple behavior, like a person walking into a building,

licenses inferences about her desires to reach her destination, beliefs about what is there,

and competence in planning this action. The building blocks of these capacities emerge

early in human development: Infants interpret agents’ actions by leveraging assumptions

about their material properties (e.g. agents are solid and thus face physical constraints;

Saxe et al., 2006), their causal powers (e.g., agents bring about changes in the motions

and states of objects; Muentener & Carey, 2010, Saxe et al., 2005) and their goals (e.g.

agents face, perceive, and act on objects; Csibra & Volein, 2008, Gergely et al., 1995,

Luo & Johnson, 2009, Woodward, 1998).

These findings raise two important questions about the cognitive infrastructure
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supporting early action understanding. First, what representations express infants’

assumptions about agents and their actions? That is, what are the variables and

functions that embody their knowledge? Second, is this content embedded in a coherent

system of knowledge or does it reflect local learning about specific actions or physical

contexts? In other words, to what extent does this knowledge capture the hidden causal

structure of the world versus the statistical regularities in the immediately perceivable

environment? The answers to these questions bear on theories of the form and content

of mature intuitive psychology, as well as theories of its development.

2.2.1 Case study: Unpacking rational agency

The assumption that agents seek to maximize rewards and minimize costs, given their

beliefs about state of the world, has long been proposed as a key principle in intuitive

psychology (Baker et al., 2009; Dennett, 1987; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Jara-Ettinger

et al., 2016). By 5 years of age, we attribute mental states, beliefs and desires, to

agents (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989; Wellman et al., 2001) by assuming that they have

planned their actions so as to bring about maximum utility (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015a).

Nevertheless, questions about the origins of this capacity remain open. Does infants’

earliest understanding of agents center on the assumption that their actions are guided

by plans to maximize rewards and minimize costs? Or do infants first analyze actions

using leaner assumptions, such as the assumption that goal-directed actions will have

certain perceptual features (e.g. that they move across flat supporting surfaces while

facing their goals) and later acquire the principles guiding rational action?

Many experimental findings are consistent with the thesis that infants expect agents
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of events used in past experiments (e.g. Csibra et al., 1999, Gergely

et al., 1995) probing infants’ sensitivity to action efficiency. Infants were (a) habituated to

an agent leaping over an obstacle (left), or to an agent performing the same actions with the

obstacle situated beyond its goal (right), and (b) then viewed test events where the obstacle was

removed and the agent either performed an inefficient but perceptually familiar action (left) or

efficient but perceptually novel action (right) towards its goal.

to behave rationally. In these experiments, infants first view an agent who moves on an

efficient, curvilinear path to reach an object that stands behind an obstacle. Then the

obstacle is removed, and infants are tested with the path that the agent had previously

taken and a new, direct path. Infants’ looking preferences provide evidence that they

expect the novel, direct trajectory (Csibra et al., 1999; Csibra & Volein, 2008; Gergely &

Csibra, 2003; Gergely et al., 1995; Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Skerry et al., 2013) (Fig.

2.1). This expectation is early emerging (Skerry et al., 2013) and is applied broadly to
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both human-like (Gergely et al., 2002; Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Schwier et al., 2006)

and unfamiliar (Csibra & Volein, 2008; Gergely et al., 1995) agents. It is also inferentially

powerful, licensing predictions about the configuration of an occluded physical scene

(Csibra et al., 2003) and the outcomes of ongoing actions (Csibra et al., 2003; Southgate

& Csibra, 2009; Wagner & Carey, 2005).

Nevertheless, this family of findings is open to several interpretations. The richest

construal is consistent with utility theory, based on representations of the relative

costs of different actions and the relative rewards that these actions bring. Under this

interpretation, infants, given two alternative actions with equal rewards and varying

costs, expect agents to minimize the cost of their actions. However, at least three leaner

interpretations are equally consistent with these findings. First, infants could construe

agents as rational planners without a minimum function over costs: Infants could jointly

rely on their assumptions about the solidity of agents and objects (Saxe et al., 2006), plus

a set of general rules concerning the trajectory of motion agents follow when pursuing an

unobstructed goal (e.g. that agents tend to move smoothly across supporting surfaces,

face their goals, and move to them on straight paths), to generate this prediction. These

assumptions about the features of actions could be innate, or learned, based on infants’

past experiences performing their own actions and observing the actions of others.

Alternatively, infants may have no initial expectations about the efficiency of agents, but

may develop such expectations over the course of the experiment (e.g. by generalizing

an agent’s efficient behavior across changes in an its physical constraints). Lastly, infants

could lack any ability to represent the cost of actions, but succeed in these experiments

by generalizing perceptual features of an agent’s actions from habituation to test (e.g. by
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learning that agents jump just high enough to clear the barrier1. Under the latter three

interpretations, the content supporting infants’ responses need not appeal to continuous,

rich representations of cost.

2.2.2 Current experiments

Here, we test whether infants expect agents to minimize the cost of their actions against

these alternatives. As reviewed above, the extant evidence for continuous representations

of cost is consistent both with the broad and general principles of utility theory but

also with narrower and more limited expectations, including the expectation that

goal-directed agents travel to unobstructed goals by facing them and moving on straight

paths, that agents who act rationally tend to continue to do so in the future, and that

the path of an agent’s action is predictable by the features of its environment.

To ask whether infants represent cost as a continuous variable, we present 3

experiments wherein infants’ action predictions can- not be explained using rule-like

assumptions about cost, learned from an agent’s past efficiency, or learned from

perceptual features of its past actions. We begin by testing infants for sensitivity to

curved trajectories of motion that vary in efficiency. Whereas a system that represents

the cost of actions as a set of local assumptions (e.g. agents move directly to their goals)

1The last three interpretations could in principle explain findings from the control condition of past

experiments (e.g. Csibra et al., 1999, Csibra & Volein, 2008, Gergely & Csibra, 2003, Gergely et al., 1995,

Skerry et al., 2013), where the agent performs the same actions during habituation that are unconstrained

by a barrier. This could (a) cause infants to suspend their predictions about an ostensibly irrational agent

or (b) place a more difficult demand on them to learn the relation between the height of the jump and

the height of the barrier (c.f. Csibra et al., 1999).
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Figure 2.2: Trial structure for Experiments 1–3, including (a) habituation to an agent leaping

over tall barriers efficiently (left, Experiment 1) or performing identical motions without a

physical constraint (right, Experiments 2 and 3) and (b) test, with the agent performing low

and high jumps over a novel barrier (left, Experiments 1 and 3) or no barrier (right, Experiment

2). White lines indicate trajectories of motion.

would not distinguish between more or less efficient actions, a system that represents

efficiency as a continuous variable would expect agents to minimize it. In Experiments

1 and 2, we test the hypothesis that 6-month-old infants expect agents to perform

minimally costly actions when faced with a novel obstacle. In Experiment 3, we explore

whether learning alone can account for this expectation by asking whether infants expect

minimally costly action from an agent who previously engaged in inefficient actions.
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2.3 Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tests whether infants discriminate between goal- directed actions over

obstacles that vary in length and degree of curvature. When a barrier blocks an agent’s

direct path to a goal, do infants expect the agent to circumvent the barrier as efficiently

as possible? If continuous representations of cost support expectations for efficient

action, then infants should discriminate between the low and high trajectory of motion

over the test barrier, and selectively recover attention when an agent takes a novel degree

of cost given its new constraints.

2.3.1 Methods

Participants

Our sample included 20 full-term, healthy infants (10 female, Mage = 5.95 months,

range = 5.57–6.63 months), comparable to studies of similar format and focus (e.g.

Csibra et al., 1999, Csibra & Volein, 2008, Skerry et al., 2013). Seven more infants were

tested, excluded and replaced (2 for fussiness that prevented study completion, 1 for

failure to habituate, 1 for online coding error, 2 for technical failure, and 1 for parental

interference). Sample size and exclusion criteria were fixed prior to the start of data

collection, and decisions to exclude infants were made by researchers who were unaware

of the order of events viewed by the infants. All participants were recruited from the

greater Boston area and tested at the Laboratory for Developmental Studies at Harvard

University with parental informed consent. Families received a small thank-you gift (e.g.

a t-shirt or toy) for participating.
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Materials

The animated events were created in Blender (Foundation, 2016), synchronized with a

custom audio track in iMovie, and presented using Keynote on an LCD projector screen

40in in height and 52in in width. Two speakers located on either side of the screen

played all stimuli-related sounds. Infants’ looking time data were coded online using

Xhab64 (Pinto, 1995) software and offline using jHab (Casstevens, 2007).

Design

We used a habituation paradigm to probe infants’ preferential looking towards two

kinds of test events after reaching a predetermined habituation criterion (Fig. 2.2). All

habituation and test trials began with an attention-getting star animation (2.0 s), and

subsequently consisted of looped sequences of an animated event (5.0 s), which paused

on the last frame (0.5 s) and was followed by a blank screen (0.5 s) before the next

animation. Each animation featured a red spherical agent with eyes and a smiling mouth

that began to move directly toward an unobstructed goal object (a blue cone), only to

be impeded by a grey barrier that fell to rest with an audible thud between the agent

and its goal. The agent then backed away, approached the obstacle, and leapt over it

while making a popping sound, coming to rest next to the goal object. The timing of the

jump was held constant across all habituation and test trials (0.9 s); thus, taller jumps

were executed more rapidly.

In the habituation events, the height of the barrier varied across 3 levels (6, 5, and

3 Blender units) within each trial. The agent’s jump height always aligned with that of

the barrier (9.5, 8.5, and 6.5 units, respectively). Barriers and jumps of different heights
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were presented in a consistent pseudo-random order across trials.

The test events featured the same basic event structure with one critical change:

a very short barrier (1 unit) obstructed the trajectory of the agent. To assess whether

infants discriminate curved action trajectories on the basis of their efficiency with

respect to this novel barrier, infants’ attention was measured for two test trial types. On

alternating test trials, the agent backed away from the barrier and performed either a

low, efficient jump or a high, inefficient leap over it (4.5 and 9.5 units, respectively).

Procedure

Infants were seated on their caregivers’ laps approximately 6000 away from the screen.

Caregivers were instructed to keep their eyes closed and to refrain from interacting with

their infants throughout the experiment, and were monitored for compliance.

After calibrating the infant to the screen using a squeaky toy, the researcher began

the experiment. The researcher had access to a video feed of the infant’s face, a computer

screen indicating the current trial, and a third screen indicating when to conclude a

trial and move from habituation to test. The researcher ran the experiment and coded

looking time online while remaining unaware of the events displayed and test pair order,

but could deter- mine the precise start of each trial as well as the timing of the obstacle

falling and the agent jumping over it based on auditory cues, which were identical in

timing across all habituation and test trials.

Across both phases of the experiment, the experimenter began coding a trial

immediately following the attention getter, and ended a trial once the infant had looked

at the screen for 60 cumulative seconds or looked away for 2 consecutive seconds. The
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test phase began after infants’ summed looking time from the most recent 3 habituation

trials fell to below half their looking time in the first 3 trials (6–12 habituation trials

total) and consisted of 3 pairs of test trials, order counterbalanced across subjects. These

criteria were fixed prior to the start of data collection.

Coding and analyses

Videos of all test sessions were coded offline by observers with- out access to the

events infants viewed, using the same thresholds as online coding, and reviewed for the

predetermined subject exclusion criteria (fussiness that prevented study completion,

online coding error, experimenter error, technical failure, parental interference, and

failure to habituate). Further, if infants were determined to have missed a critical part

of the test trial (i.e., never saw the agent jump over the test barrier), that test pair

was marked and excluded from subsequent analyses. To assess the reliability of the

offline-coded data, 100% of the test events were recoded independently by an additional

researcher who was unaware of test pair order. The two coders agreed on the trial cutoffs

for 94.17% of the test trials, and the intraclass correlation (ICC) between them was

0.969, 95% CI [0.957, 0.979]. Thus, the highly reliable primary offline coding data were

used in our analyses.

Across all experiments, inferential statistics (e.g. model esti- mates, CIs) were fit

to log-transformed looking time2. Our decision to present results using the dependent

2The log-normal distribution provided a better fit for raw LTs (log-likelihood=-376.95) across Exp. 1–3

than did the normal distribution (-416.10), maximum-likelihood fitting. We find inferentially equivalent

results on hypothesis- driven tests by comparing the average proportion of time infants looked at the high

test action against chance (µ = 0.5), our original outcome measure, and using non- parametric analyses
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measure in the main text followed the recommendation of Csibra et al. (2016), averaged

across all three test pairs, but plots and descriptive statistics feature raw looking times

for ease of interpretation.

All analyses leveraged both traditional paired t-tests and linear mixed effects models

in R (version 3.2.3; R Development Core Team, 2015). Linear mixed models were fit

using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). Detection of influential observations was

conducted using the influence.ME package (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012), a suite of methods

for determining whether individual cases—in our models, participants—influenced the

results such that their inclusion or exclusion could impact interpretation. Plots were

produced using the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009). To explicitly take into account

repeated measures, all mixed models included subject identity as a random intercept.

Three classes of models were fit: (1) null models, featuring subject identity as the only

predictor, (2) hypothesis-driven models, which included additional manipulated factor(s),

and (3) exploratory models, which included additional non-hypothesis driven factors.

We leveraged likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) to evaluate model fit by assessing whether the

inclusion of certain predictors.

2.3.2 Results

Hypothesis-driven results

A hypothesis-driven model, including test action height (high versus low) as a fixed effect

and subject identity as a random intercept, revealed that infants looked longer to the

of raw looking times (see Supplemental Material available online)
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Figure 2.3: Boxplots for raw looking times in seconds to test events in Experiments 1–3 (N =

20 per experiment). Boxes indicate interquartile ranges, bold horizontal lines indicate medians,

and white diamonds indicate means.

high test actions (M = 16.24 s, SD = 12.54) relative to the low test actions, (M = 11.35

s, SD = 7.41), 95% CI [0.106, 0.491], B = 0.298, SE = 0.093, β = 0.462, t(20) = 3.191,

p = 0.005, two-tailed. A paired t-test supported this finding, 95% CI [0.098, 0.499],

t(19) = 3.110, d =0.695, achieved power = 0.838, p = 0.006, two-tailed. See Figure 2.3.

The hypothesis-driven model provided a better fit than a null model by a LRT, v2(1) =

8.229, p = 0.004.

An analysis detecting influential cases using Cook’s Distance (4/n, where n refers

to the number of groups in the grouping factor in question; Van der Meer et al., 2010)

revealed one influential subject (D = 0.201, cutoff = 0.2). Removal of this subject from

the hypothesis-driven model produced an inferentially equivalent result, 95% CI [0.074,
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0.448], B = 0.261, SE = 0.097, β = 0.439, t(19) = 2.878, p = 0.010, two-tailed.

Exploratory results

An exploratory model, testing for an fixed interactive effect of test presentation order

and test action height, a fixed effect of sex, and subject identity as a random intercept,

revealed no strong order effect, 95% CI [-0.185, 0.564], B = 0.189, SE = 0.182, β =

0.239, t(20) = 1.039, p = 0.311, two-tailed, or gender effects, 95% CI [-0.624, 0.429], B =

-0.097, SE = 0.256, β = -0.151, t(20) = -0.380, p = 0.708, two-tailed. A LRT indicated

that the exploratory model did not provide a better fit than the hypothesis-driven model,

X2(3) = 1.863, p = 0.601. No influential cases were detected.

2.3.3 Discussion

Experiment 1 provides evidence that is consistent with the hypothesis that infants

leverage continuous representations rather than narrower assumptions about motion

directness when reasoning about goal-directed action. Given a perceptually novel but

efficient low jump and a perceptually familiar but inefficient high jump, infants recovered

their attention to the inefficient jump, over and above the perceptual familiarity of this

action. However, Experiment 1 alone cannot establish whether infants have a base- line

looking preference for higher or faster motion, which could explain this finding in part or

in whole. Experiment 2 explores this possibility.
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2.4 Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we followed the logic of past experiments (e.g. Gergely et al., 1995 to

test for baseline looking preferences for higher or faster motion. We repeated Experiment

1 except for one critical change: All barriers fell beyond the goal object, such that the

agent’s actions were no longer physically constrained. If infants merely prefer faster or

higher motion, then results should resemble those from Experiment 1, because the agent

moved in identical ways across the two experiments. In contrast, if infants’ responses in

Experiment 1 are driven by representations of efficiency, their responses in Experiment 2

should differ, because all the actions in Experiment 2 were unconstrained and inefficient.

2.4.1 Methods

Participants

Our planned sample consisted of 20 full-term, healthy infants (10 female, Mage = 6.10

months, range = 5.70–6.67 months). An additional two infants were tested, excluded,

and replaced due to online coding error.

Materials, design, and procedure

All aspects of the materials, design and procedure were identical to those from

Experiment 1, except for the critical change in the location of the barrier from in between

the agent and goal object to just beyond the goal object (Fig. 2.2).
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Coding and analyses

The coding procedure was identical to that from Experiment 1. To test the reliability of

the offline-coded data, 100% of the test events were recoded by an additional researcher

who was unaware to the order of test trials. The two coders agreed on the trial cutoffs

for 95.83% of the test trials, and the intraclass correlation (ICC) between them was

0.993, 95% CI [0.991, 0.995]. Thus, the highly reliable primary offline coding data were

used in our analyses.

2.4.2 Results

Hypothesis-driven results

A hypothesis-driven model, including test action height (high versus low) as a fixed effect

and subject identity as a random intercept, revealed that infants did not look longer to

the high test event (M = 11.21 s, SD = 6.04) relative to the low test events (M = 12.76

s, SD = 8.37), 95% CI [-0.358, 0.235], B = -0.071, SE = 0.149, β = -0.131, t(20) =

-0.479, p = 0.637, two-tailed. A paired t-test sup- ported this finding, 95% CI [-0.390,

0.248], t(19) = -0.466, d =0.104, achieved power = 0.073, p = 0.646, two-tailed. See Fig.

2.3. This model provided a fit no better than a null model by a LRT, X2(1) = 0.228, p

= 0.633.

An analysis detecting influential cases using Cook’s Distance revealed one influential

subject (D = 0.260, cutoff = 0.2). Removal of this subject from the hypothesis-driven

model produced an inferentially equivalent result, 95% CI [-0.246, 0.280], B = 0.017, SE

= 0.128, β = 0.034, t(19) = 0.135, p = 0.894, two-tailed.
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Exploratory results

An exploratory model, testing for an fixed interactive effect of test presentation order

and test action height, a fixed effect of sex, and subject identity as a random intercept

revealed an order effect, 95% CI [0.232, 1.037], B = 0.608, SE = 0.265, β = 1.122, t(20)

=-2.297, p=0.033, two-tailed, and no gender effect, 95% CI [-0.354, 0.067], B = -0.148,

SE = 0.187, β = -0.273, t(20) = -0.789, p = 0.439, two-tailed. A LRT indicated that the

exploratory model did not provide a significantly better fit than the hypothesis- driven

model, X2(3) = 5.315, p = 0.150. Removal of one influential case (D = 0.382, cutoff =

0.2) produced an inferentially equivalent result, and this subject was removed from the

following paired contrasts.

To probe the interactive effect between test order and test trial type, paired contrasts

averaged across gender were extracted from the exploratory model and revealed that

infants tended to look longer at whichever test event they first saw. Infants assigned to

watch the high test event first looked longer at it (M = 13.16 s, SD = 6.96) than the

low test event (M = 10.39 s, SD = 5.16), 95% CI [-0.120, 0.585], t(21.24) = 1.371, p =

0.185, two-tailed, and infants assigned to watch the low test event first looked longer at

it (M = 12.84, SD = 7.94) than the high test event (M = 9.606, SD = 4.63), 95% CI

[-0.594, 0.149], t(21.24) = -1.242, p = 0.228, two-tailed.

Comparing Experiments 1 and 2

To investigate the effect of barrier location (behind the goal object in Experiment 2, in

front of it in Experiment 1) on the direction and extent to which infants discriminated

between the test events, we fit a linear mixed effects model including an interactive
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fixed effect of action height (high versus low) and experiment (1 versus 2), plus a

random intercept on subject identity. This analysis revealed that infants in Experiment

1 displayed a stronger looking preference than those in Experiment 2, 95% CI [0.017,

0.722,], B = 0.369, SE = 0.176, β = 0.623, t(40) = 2.103, p = 0.042, two- tailed.

Removal of one influential case (D = 0.161, cutoff = 0.1) produced an inferentially

equivalent result, 95% CI [-0.060, 1.026], B = 0.281, SE = 0.157, β = 0.483, t(39) =

1.790, p = 0.081, two-tailed.

2.4.3 Discussion

The findings of Experiment 2 are consistent with many previous reports that infants

do not expect efficient action from an agent previously observed to move inefficiently

(Csibra et al., 1999; Csibra & Volein, 2008; Gergely et al., 1995; Skerry et al., 2013;

Southgate et al., 2008). Infants who viewed events identical to those from Experiment

1, except for the position of the barrier, did not differentiate between the test events,

indicating that infants in the previous experiment did not look longer at the inefficient

action merely because it was higher or faster than the efficient one. So far, our findings

are consistent with the hypothesis that infants expect agents to minimize the cost of

their actions, rather than move smoothly and directly across supporting surfaces towards

their goals.

Nevertheless, the interpretation of the above findings, including our own, is not

clear. Two alternative construals remain: First, infants may learn over the course of the

experiment that the agent will jump just high enough to clear the barrier and generalize

this relation at test, but fail to learn a similar relation when the barrier is away from the
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agent’s path. Second, infants may not a priori expect agents to minimize the cost of

their actions: they may expect previously efficient agents to continue acting efficiently,

but when shown an agent behaving inefficiently in one context, suspend all predictions

about its subsequent actions (Csibra et al., 2003; Csibra et al., 1999; Gergely et al.,

1995; Southgate et al., 2008). In summary, a key remaining question is whether infants

have an overhypothesis (Goodman, 1983) that agents minimize the cost of their actions.

Experiment 3 was undertaken to address this question.

2.5 Experiment 3

Experiment 3 investigates whether infants expect minimally costly action given no prior

evidence of an agent’s rational action or opportunity to learn about the trajectory of the

action given the barrier as a point of reference. If infants assume an overhypothesis on

observing minimally costly actions, then observing inefficient action may suspend the

expectations of efficiency only in the narrow context in which the agent is acting: infants

may continue to expect the agent to act efficiently in new situations. To test for this

possibility, we paired the habituation events from Experiment 2, in which the agent acts

efficiently, with the test events of Experiment 1, in which the agent confronts a new

obstacle. If infants expect agents to act efficiently only when they have prior evidence of

its efficiency, or if infants are merely adept at learning that an agent will jump just as

high as necessary to clear the barrier, then they should hold no expectations here. In

contrast, if infants represent the principle of efficiency as an overhypothesis, then they

may expect a previously non-goal-directed agent to minimize the cost of its action the

very first time it faces a physical obstacle.
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2.5.1 Methods

Participants

Our planned sample included 20 full-term, healthy infants (10 female, Mage = 5.84

months, range = 5.40–6.13 months). An additional 5 infants were tested, excluded and

replaced (2 for fussiness and 2 for online coding error, and 1 for missing a critical portion

of the events for all 3 test pairs).

Materials, design, and procedure

All aspects of the materials, design and procedure were identical to those from

Experiment 1 and 2 except for the configuration of the habituation and test events. To

test whether infants expect an agent to navigate over a low constraint efficiently without

ever having seen the agent act in a goal-directed manner, we paired the habituation

events from Experiment 2 with the test events from Experiment 1. That is, infants were

habituated to an agent that per- formed unconstrained actions, and then were tested on

events in which a constraint was in the agent’s way for the very first time. See Fig. 2.2.

Coding and analyses

The coding procedure was identical to that from Experiments 1 and 2. To assess the

reliability of the offline-coded data, 100% of the test events were recoded by an additional

researcher who was unaware of test pair order. The two coders agreed on the trial cutoffs

for 94.17% of the test trials, and the intraclass correlation (ICC) between them was

0.972, 95% CI [0.960, 0.980]. Thus, the highly reliable primary offline coding data were
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used in our analyses.

2.5.2 Results

Hypothesis-driven results

A hypothesis-driven model, including test action height (high versus low) as a fixed

effect and subject identity as a random intercept, revealed that infants looked longer

to the high test event (M = 12.54 s, SD = 5.01) relative to the low test event (M =

10.20 s, SD = 3.56), 95% CI [0.056, 0.325], B = 0.190, SE = 0.066, β = 0.522, t(20)

= 2.906, p = 0.009, two-tailed. A paired t-test supported this finding, 95% CI [0.050,

0.331], t(19) = 2.833, d =0.633, achieved power = 0.766, p = 0.011, two-tailed. This

model outperformed a null model by a LRT, X2(1) = 7.046, p = 0.008. An analysis

detecting influential cases using Cook’s Distance revealed one influential subject (D =

0.256, cutoff = 0.2). Removal of this subject from the hypothesis-driven model produced

an inferentially equivalent result, 95% CI [0.034, 0.275], B = 0.155, SE = 0.058, β =

0.452, t(19) = 2.649, p = 0.016, two-tailed.

Exploratory results

An exploratory model testing for order and sex effects included fixed interactive effect of

test presentation order and test action height, a fixed effect of sex, and subject identity

as a random inter- cept. This analysis revealed neither an order effect, 95% CI [-0.207,

0.239], B = 0.061, SE = 0.130, β = 0.167, t(20) = 0.468, p = 0.645, two-tailed, nor an

effect of sex, 95% CI [-0.169, 0.401], B = 0.116, SE = 0.138, β = 0.318, t(20) = 0.838,
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p = 0.412, two-tailed. A LRT indicated that the exploratory model did not provide

a significantly better fit than the hypothesis-driven model, v2(3) = 0.910, p = 0.823.

Removal of one influential case (D = 0.218, cutoff = 0.2) produced an inferentially

equivalent result.

Comparing Experiments 1 and 3

To investigate the effect of the initial behavior of the agent during habituation (efficient

in Experiment 1 and inefficient in Experiment 3) on infants’ responses to subsequent

constrained actions during test, we fit a model including interactive fixed effect between

study (Experiment 1 versus 3) and test action height (high versus low) and a random

intercept for subject identity. This analysis revealed no consistent difference in looking

preference across the 2 experiments, 95% CI [-0.337, 0.121], B = -0.108, SE = 0.114, β

= -0.207, t(40) = -0.945, p = 0.350, two-tailed. Removal of two influential cases (D =

0.143 and 0.101, cutoff = 0.1) produced an inferentially equivalent result, 95% CI [-0.328,

0.095], B = -0.117, SE = 0.105, β = -0.240, t(38) = -1.110, p = 0.274, two-tailed. An

additional model removing this interaction revealed that infants looked longer to the

high test action collapsing across both experiments, 95% CI [0.128, 0.360], B = 0.244,

SE = 0.058, β = 0.468, t(40) = 4.234, p < 0.001, two-tailed, but not differently across

Experiments 1 and 3 collapsing across trial type, 95% CI [-0.340, 0.256], B = -0.042, SE

= 0.148, β = -0.080, t(40) = -0.283, p = 0.779, two- tailed. Removal of influential cases

in the second model (D = 0.158 and 0.108, cutoff = 0.1) produced inferentially equivalent

results: Infants selectively recovered attention to an inefficient action performed over

a novel barrier, 95% CI [0.116, 0.0.345], B = 0.231, SE = 0.057, β = 0.504, t(38) =

4.045, p < 0.001, two- tailed, and did so regardless of whether they previously saw it act
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efficiently, 95% CI [-0.181, 0.342], B = 0.081, SE = 0.130, β = 0.176, t(38) = 0.618, p

= 0.540, two-tailed. See Supplemental Material available online for additional analyses

across experiments.

2.5.3 Discussion

After an action-relevant change in the location of an obstacle, infants expected a

previously inefficient agent to minimize cost in Experiment 3, as in Experiment 1. This

result contrasts with the findings of previous studies (Csibra et al., 1999; Csibra &

Volein, 2008; Gergely et al., 1995; Phillips & Wellman, 2005; Skerry et al., 2013) as well

as Experiment 2, in which infants saw no change in the physical constraints of the agent

between habituation and test. This finding shows that by 6 months of age, infants expect

agents to minimize the cost of their actions under conditions where learning about the

efficiency of or perceptual regularities found its actions was not possible. Thus, infants

appear to assume an overhypothesis on observing minimally costly action given a change

in an agent’s constraints (Experiment 1) or the first time a constraint is introduced

(Experiment 3).

2.6 General Discussion

Three experiments provided evidence that by 6 months of age, infants represent the

principle of efficiency as an expectation that agents minimize the cost of their actions.

When presented with action trajectories differing in curvature, infants differentiated

between these actions on the basis of their efficiency, over and above perceptual
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differences in height or velocity. This finding indicates that the principle of efficiency

is not articulated only by local assumptions about agents and their actions, such as

the assumption that agents move in straight lines or directly towards their goals. Its

activation also does not depend on prior observation of efficient action: infants even

applied this expectation to an agent whose previous actions were all inefficient, indicating

that their responses cannot be explained by learning, during the experiment, either that

an agent acts efficiently or that the height of its jumps bears a consistent geometric

relationship to the height of the barrier that it jumps over. We suggest that this

expectation is carried in an over-hypothesis (Goodman, 1983) on minimal costs. That is,

infants have an inductive bias to expect maximally efficient action from agents situated

in new physical contexts, even if they never acted efficiently in past contexts. This

assumption may guide their analysis and learning about the social world by biasing their

expectations towards observing rational behavior.

Though our experiments only address representations of cost, their results are

consistent with the thesis that early action understanding is expressed as a richer

system of reasoning about how hidden variables like effort, desire, and belief guide

action planning. Nevertheless, it is still an empirical question how richly utility theory

articulates early understanding of action. We conclude by describing three future lines

of research that bear on this question.

First, although we argue that infants hold an over-hypothesis on minimal costs, it is

not clear how rich and abstract the variables are that enter into these computations. It

is possible, for example, that infants’ understanding of cost is restricted to one or a few

dimensions of action: In Experiments 1 and 3, infants may have leveraged a minimum

function on the length or indirectness of the agent’s actions without considering the
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psychological cost of planning and the physical cost executing them. Further research

could reveal whether infants’ intuitions about cost are best described in terms of

these leaner assumptions, or instead in terms of the physical work required to execute

actions and the mental effort required to plan them. If infants have a general, abstract

assumption that agents minimize cost, then they might expect agents to choose an action

that requires less force or less planning under conditions where features like path length

are held equal.

Second, the present research raises questions concerning the inferential role of costs

within a broader schema of action understanding. Do infants, like older children, expect

agents to plan utility-maximizing actions, considering not only the costs of different

actions but also the rewards that these actions bring (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015a)? To

our knowledge, no research reveals whether infants reason about costs and rewards by

representing a function that subsumes both roles. Future experiments could test, for

example, whether infants can infer an agent’s desires and beliefs about the world given

the degree of effort it expends.

Finally, these results do not reveal how this knowledge is acquired and how it

develops over the first six months. How does a cognitive system come to represent

functions over abstract costs and identify the range of events to which such functions

apply? According to one theoretical stance, concepts like goals are constructed from

sensorimotor mappings between observed and experienced actions (Paulus, 2012; Paulus

et al., 2011; Woodward, 2009). According to a second account, these concepts are

embedded in an innate, fully productive schema for action understanding that supports

representations of the actions we experience and observe in the world (Carey, 2009;

Gergely & Csibra, 2003). Recent evidence suggests that sensitivity to the costs of actions
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does not rely on action experience alone (Skerry et al., 2013), but the precise role of

experience in action understanding is not known. A third possibility is that infants begin

with a skeletal set of assumptions about agents and their actions, which is then enriched

in in the first years of life, in line with their developing knowledge about the physical

world (Baillargeon, 2002). Under this account, infants begin with some assumptions

about costs and rewards, but face the challenges of learning the specific costs and rewards

of actions and states in the world and constructing the form of knowledge that best

captures how agents plan behavior. Research documenting the ontogeny and phylogeny

of action understanding could distinguish these possibilities.

2.6.1 Conclusion

Our intuitive psychology is supported by the assumption that agents plan actions so

as to maximize desired states of the world (rewards) while minimizing effort (costs).

Characterizing the functions, variables, and procedures that articulate these assumptions

not only constrains our theories of mature social cognition but also provides a framework

under which we investigate its changes over development. Here, we applied this approach

to probe the representations that support expectations for efficient action in the first

year of life. We discovered that 6-month-old infants use a minimum function over costs

to guide their expectation for rational action, and that they apply this expectation even

to agents whose previous actions were inefficient. Our case study provides a step toward

characterizing the early cognitive substrates on which humans build a rich, abstract, and

productive system for action understanding.
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Chapter 3

What’s worth the effort

This thesis chapter originally appeared in the literature as:

Liu, S., Ullman, T. D., Tenenbaum, J. B., & Spelke, E.S. (2017) Ten-

month-olds infants infer the value of goals from the costs of actions.

Science

Abstract

Infants understand that people pursue goals, but how do they learn which goals people

prefer? We tested whether infants solve this problem by inverting a mental model of

action planning, trading off the costs of acting against the rewards actions bring. After

seeing an agent attain two goals equally often at varying costs, infants expected the agent

to prefer the goal it attained through costlier actions. These expectations held across

three experiments that conveyed cost through different physical path features (height,

width, and incline angle), suggesting that an abstract variable—such as “force,” “work,”
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or “effort”—supported infants’ inferences. We modeled infants’ expectations as Bayesian

inferences over utility-theoretic calculations, providing a bridge to recent quantitative

accounts of action understanding in older children and adults.

3.1 Introduction

When we observe people’s actions, we see more than bodies moving in space. A hand

reaching for an apple is not just one object decreasing its distance from another; it can

indicate hunger (in the person who is reaching), helpfulness (if the person is reaching on

behalf of someone else), or compromise (if the person reaching would prefer a banana,

but not enough to go buy one). This fast and automatic ability to interpret the behavior

of others as intentional, goal-directed, and constrained by the physical environment is

often termed “intuitive psychology” (Baker et al., 2009; Dennett, 1987; Gergely & Csibra,

2003; Heider & Simmel, 1944). We used behavioral experiments and computational

models to probe the developmental origins and nature of this ability.

Over the past two decades, research has revealed that the building blocks of our

intuitive psychology are present as early as the first year of life. Despite infants’ limited

experience, their interpretations of other people’s actions are guided by assumptions

about agents’ physical properties (Saxe et al., 2006), intentions and goals (Woodward,

1998), mental states (Gergely et al., 1995; Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Luo & Johnson, 2009;

Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005), causal powers (Muentener & Carey, 2010), and dispositions

to act efficiently (Gergely et al., 1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Skerry et al., 2013). This

wealth of findings does not reveal, however, whether infants’ capacities depend on a host

of distinct local abilities (Heyes & Frith, 2014; Paulus, 2012; Woodward, 2009) or on a
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of our computational model. (A) The forward direction defines the

agent as a rational planner that calculates the utilities of different actions from their respective

costs and rewards and then selects an action stochastically in proportion to its utility. In this

case, the overall utility for approaching the triangle is higher than for approaching the square,

so the central agent (circle) will likely choose triangle over square. (B) An observer (i) assuming

this model and priors over the costs of different actions can (ii) observe a series of actions and

then (iii) infer a posterior distribution over the hidden values of an agent’s costs and rewards

given its actions. (iv) These posteriors can then be used to predict the actions of the agent in a

new situation, in which the same goal states can be reached with different actions.

single coherent system supporting inference, prediction, and learning (Baillargeon et al.,

2016; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007; Tenenbaum et al., 2011).

We tackled this question in a case study, based on a computationally precise

proposal for a coherent, abstract, and productive system for action understanding (Fig.

3.1). Previous studies suggest that infants are sensitive to the costs of agents’ actions

(Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Gergely et al., 1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Skerry et al., 2013)

and can infer agents’ preferences (Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Woodward, 1998). Decision

theorists for hundreds of years have recognized these as the two central factors guiding
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the decisions of rational agents (Bentham, 1879; Bernoullli, 1954; Mill, 1863). We asked

whether infants can integrate these dimensions to infer agents’ goals: Do infants use the

cost that an agent expends to attain a goal state in order to infer the value of that goal

state for the agent?

Such an inference has been proposed to rest on three nested assumptions that

together constitute a “näıve utility calculus” (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), analogous

to classical economic thinking. First, agents act to maximize their utility U, under

constraints (Baker et al., 2009; Dennett, 1987; Jern & Kemp, 2015; Lucas et al., 2014).

Second, this utility separates into rewards and costs, two distinct components that can

be individual targets of inference (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016). That is, if R(S) is the

reward of a goal state S, and C(A) is the cost of an action A, then an agent acts to

maximize the following

U(A, S) = R(S)–C(A) (3.1)

Third, the cost of an action is not arbitrary but depends on properties of both the

agent and the situation: properties that jointly determine how much effort the agent

might need to exert to carry out that action. These assumptions can be formalized as

generative models that successfully predict the quantitative and qualitative behavior of

adults and older children (Baker et al., 2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Jara-Ettinger

et al., 2015a). In these models, observers who reason that other agents are maximizing

their expected utility according to Eq. (6.2) can use what they know about rewards and

costs to predict the agents’ future actions. Inverting this process, observers can use the

agents’ overt actions to infer their hidden rewards and costs, according to
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P (R,C|A) ∝ P (A|C,R)× P (R,C) (3.2)

where P (R,C|A) is the posterior distribution over the rewards and costs of an agent.

By Bayes’ theorem, this distribution is proportional to the product of P (A|C,R)—–the

likelihood of the agent choosing action A given rewards R and costs C, given by a rational

planning procedure (Baker et al., 2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016)—–and P (R,C), a

prior distribution over costs and rewards.

Do infants apply the logic of cost-reward reasoning? Past research suggests that

infants are sensitive to the relative value of different goal objects for an agent who

chooses to approach one object over another (Luo & Baillargeon, 2005; Woodward,

1998) as well as the relative efficiency of the actions taken by an agent who approaches

a goal object (Csibra et al., 1999; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Skerry et al., 2013). Past

studies do not reveal, however, whether infants have a unified intuitive psychology in

the form of a generative model, or separate representations for variables such as cost

and reward that become unified only later in development, as children gain experience

exerting themselves to achieve goals or communicating with others about their desires

and actions. It is also an open question whether infants consider cost and reward in

terms of abstract variables—such as work, effort, desire, or value—or whether their

understanding is restricted to perceptual features of actions, such as the distance or

duration an agent travels or the number of times it selects a particular goal. In physical

action contexts, effort often covaries with perceptible properties such as the length

or duration of a path traveled, but effort depends ultimately on the amount of force

that the agent must exert over time and distance (the amount of work the agent must
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do). Likewise, value often covaries with the number of times an agent selects a goal

but ultimately depends on how strongly the agent desires a goal relative to the cost

of achieving it or its value relative to other options. We designed and conducted three

experiments to test whether infants learn about the reward agents place on goals from

cost, working backward from the assumption that agents maximize utility and inferring

relative rewards from observed actions under varying costs. We then used the data from

these experiments, together with the findings from past experiments (Gergely et al.,

1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Woodward, 1998), to test a variety of computational models

of infants’ performance, including models with integrated versus isolated, and abstract

versus cue-based, representations of costs and rewards (model description is provided

in the supplementary materials). Our empirical and computational findings support

the view that a productive system grounded in cost-reward trade-offs guides action

understanding toward the end of the first year of life.

3.1.1 Present Research

We tested n = 80 10-month-old infants in three experiments with prespecified designs,

procedures, sample sizes, and analysis plans 1. In all experiments, infants first saw an

agent move to and refuse to move to each of two target goals under conditions of varying

cost. Then, infants watched test events in which the agent chose either the higher- or the

lower-value target when both were present at equal cost. If infants infer the reward of

the targets to the agent from the effort undertaken to reach them, then they should be

1Materials and methods are available as supplementary materials at https://science.sciencemag.org/

content/suppl/2017/11/21/358.6366.1038.DC1, or at https://osf.io/mykph/
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more surprised when the agent chooses the lower-value target, looking longer at the test

trials displaying that action2.

Figure 3.2: Structure of experiments 1 through 3. (A to C) During familiarization, the central

agent (circle) accepted a low cost and refused a medium cost for the lower-value target (square)

and accepted a medium cost and refused a high cost for the higher-value target (triangle). Other

than the sizes of the barriers, ramps, and trenches, and the consequent trajectories of motion,

the pairs of events displaying approach or refusal of approach to the two targets were identical.

(D and E) At test, the agent looked at each of the two targets and chose either the lower-

or higher-value target. White circles indicate start- and end points of action, and white lines

indicate trajectories.

2Before conducting experiment 1, we were unsure whether infants would express their expectations

by looking at the unexpected event for longer or shorter times, and so we prespecified a two-tailed alpha.

After experiment 1, however, we had strong reason to believe that infants would look longer at the test

actions that they found less probable, and so we prespecified (for experiment 2) and preregistered (for

experiment 3) one-tailed alphas and report these numbers in the text. However, results of all three

experiments were also statistically significant using two-tailed significance thresholds, with P = 0.031

and P = 0.036 for experiments 2 and 3, respectively
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3.2 Experiment 1

In experiment 1 (n = 24 infants), we leveraged events widely used in studies of early

action understanding, in which animated characters jump efficiently over barriers of

variable heights to arrive at goal objects (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Gergely et al., 1995;

Liu & Spelke, 2017; Skerry & Spelke, 2014) and indicate their preferences by selecting one

goal over another (Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Woodward, 1998). During familiarization,

infants watched six trials that consisted of four different events involving a central agent

and one of two target individuals on a level surface (Fig. 3.2A and movie S1). In each

event, the target jumped and made a noise, and the agent responded by turning to face

and beginning to approach the target, whereupon a barrier fell onto the stage directly in

the agent’s path. On two of these events (one for each target), the agent looked to the

top of the barrier, made a positive “Mmmm!” sound, backed up, and then jumped over

the barrier, landing next to the target. On the other two events, the agent looked to the

top of the barrier, made a neutral “Hmmm. . . ” sound, backed away, and returned to its

initial position. The critical distinction between these events concerned the height of the

barrier and therefore the length, height, and speed of the jump that the agent undertook

so as to clear it (all jumps were equated for duration). For one target, the agent jumped

over a low barrier and declined to jump a medium barrier; for the other target, the agent

jumped the medium barrier and declined a tall barrier.

After this familiarization, the agent appeared between the two equidistant targets

on a level surface. Infants viewed two pairs of looped test events (Fig. 3.2D and movie

S4), order counterbalanced, in which the agent looked at each of the targets and then

repeatedly approached either the higher- or the lower-value target. Our prespecified
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dependent measure was average log-transformed looking time (Csibra et al., 2016) across

test trials. In experiment 1, we predicted differential looking at the test events but did

not prespecify the direction of this difference.

Infants looked longer at test trials in which the agent chose the target for whom

it had jumped a lower barrier (mean = 28.41 s, SD = 14.85), relative to the target for

whom it had jumped a higher barrier (mean = 21.79 s, SD = 12.29) [95% confidence

interval (CI) (0.062, 0.591), b coefficient (B) = 0.327, SE = 0.130, standardized beta

coefficient (β) = 0.502, t(24) = 2.523, P = 0.019, two-tailed, mixed effects model with

random intercept for participant] (Fig. 3.3) (30). These findings suggest that infants

inferred the rewards that the central agent placed over the targets from the cost the

agent was willing to expend to reach these targets, and they therefore expected the agent

to choose that target at test. Nevertheless, experiment 1 does not show whether infants

used the physical effort undertaken by the agent, or variables that merely correlate with

effort (such as distance or speed), in their predictions.
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Figure 3.3: Boxplots of average looking time toward the higher- and lower-value choice during

test in experiments 1 through 3. White diamonds indicate means, with error bars indicating

within-subjects standard errors. Horizontal lines indicate medians, boxes indicate middle quar-

tiles, and whiskers indicate points within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the upper and

lower edges of the middle quartiles. Light gray points connected across boxes indicate looking

times from individual participants. Beta coefficients indicate effect sizes in standard deviations,

and asterisks indicate significance relative to prespecified (experiments 1 and 2) and prereg-

istered (experiment 3) alphas (*P ¡ 0.05). Statistical analyses are provided in the text and

supplementary materials.

3.3 Experiment 2

To control for distance and speed of travel, experiment 2 (n = 24 infants) used ramps

of three different incline angles to convey cost (Fig. 3.2B and movie S2). On each

familiarization trial, a target appeared on the top of one ramp, and the agent looked

up the ramp and either climbed to the target or returned to its starting position. The
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agent climbed the shallow ramp and declined to climb the medium ramp for one target

and climbed the medium ramp and declined the steep ramp for the other target. The

methods were otherwise the same as in experiment 1. Consistent with our prespecified

directional prediction, infants again looked longer at the test events in which the agent

approached the lower-value target (mean = 30.94 s, SD = 13.31) than test events in

which the agent approached the higher-value target (mean = 27.05 s, SD = 17.55)

[95% CI (0.028, 0.472), B = 0.250, SE = 0.109, β = 0.408, t(24) = 2.294, P = 0.015,

one-tailed, mixed effects model with random intercept for participant] (Fig. 3.3). This

finding further suggests that infants understand agents’ actions in accord with abstract,

general, and interconnected concepts of cost and reward, but narrower explanations

remain. In experiments 1 and 2, the agent was confronted with an obstacle to its forward

motion (a barrier or ramp), and the size of the obstacle covaried with the cost of the

agent’s action, requiring the agent to move further upward to attain the higher-value

target. Because infants become sensitive to the effects of gravity on objects on inclined

planes well before 10 months of age (Kim & Spelke, 1992), they may learn that agents

will move to greater heights or overcome higher obstacles for more rewarding targets,

without invoking a more abstract representation of physical effort. Experiment 3 was

undertaken to explore these interpretations.

3.4 Experiment 3

In experiment 3 (n = 32 infants), the agent was separated from each of the two targets

during familiarization not by an obstacle but by a horizontal gap in the supporting

surface (Fig. 3.2C and movie S3). Infants first saw a ball roll off the edge of a narrow,
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medium, and wide gap and shatter (movie S6). During familiarization, these three

trenches, requiring jumps of variable lengths and speeds but of equal durations and

heights, were interposed between the agent and target; the agent moved to the edge of

a trench, looked at the far side, and then jumped over a narrow trench for one target

(and refused the medium trench) and a medium trench for the other target (and refused

the widest trench). The methods were otherwise unchanged (Fig. 3.2E and movie S5).

The methods and analyses for experiment 3 were preregistered at https://osf.io/k7yjt

and tested the same directional prediction as that in experiment 2. Infants again looked

longer at the lower-value choice (mean = 23.05 s, SD = 13.58) relative to the higher-value

choice (mean = 17.47 s, SD = 10.69) [95% CI (0.020, 0.501), B = 0.260, SE = 0.119, β

= 0.403, t(32) = 2.185, P = 0.018, one-tailed, mixed effects model with random intercept

for participant] (Fig. 3.3).

Regardless of whether an agent cleared higher barriers (experiment 1), climbed

steeper ramps (experiment 2), or jumped wider gaps (experiment 3) for one target

over the other, infants expected the agent to choose that target at test. Across all

experiments, infants looked longer at the lower-value action (mean = 26.99 s, SD =

14.13) than the higher-value action (mean = 21.64 s, SD = 13.94) [95% CI (0.139,

0.415), B = 0.277, SE = 0.070, β = 0.424, t(80) = 3.975, P < 0.001, one-tailed, mixed

effects model with random intercepts for participant and experiment], supporting our

general hypothesis that infants infer the values of agents’ goals from the costs of their

actions. Although past research had shown that infants represent the goal of an agent’s

action from observations of an agent’s choices between two objects (Woodward, 1998)

and expect agents to give different emotional responses when agents complete versus

fail to complete their goals (Skerry & Spelke, 2014), the present experiments provide
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evidence that infants develop ordinal representations of reward even when the number of

choices and expressed emotions are equated across the actions and only the costs of the

actions vary. Moreover, they show that infants do not simply attribute higher reward to

goals that agents pursue for a longer duration or attain with greater frequency because

these variables were equated as well. The findings also provide evidence for longstanding

suggestions that infants represent physical cost as a continuous variable that agents seek

to minimize (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Liu & Spelke, 2017): Infants make appropriate

cost assessments even when the specific physical features that distinguished lower-

from higher-cost actions—including the relative length, curvature, duration, or speed of

motion trajectories—systematically varied.

3.5 Discussion

Together, experiments 1 through 3 suggest that infants represent cost and reward as

interconnected, abstract variables that they apply to a wide range of events. The

discovery that infants infer the rewards of goals from the costs of achieving them provides

empirical support for the thesis that an abstract and productive system guides infants’

analysis of agents and their actions (Baillargeon et al., 2016; Gergely & Csibra, 2003;

Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). Specifically, we suggest that the cognitive machinery supporting

infants’ intuitive psychology includes a mental model both of how agents plan actions

in the forward direction, in accord with maximizing their utilities (Eq. (6.2) and Fig.

3.1A) (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), and a procedure for inverting this model, in accord

with the computational framework of inverse planning (Eq. (3.2) and Fig. 3.1B) (Baker

et al., 2009). Applying this general framework to our specific experiments, we posit that
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infants have developed a model of action planning before the experiment: They assume

that agents value some goal objects more than others and that agents engage in costlier

actions to achieve goals with higher reward. When infants see the agent take costlier

actions to arrive at one target than to arrive at another, infants invert this model to

infer the relative reward of the two targets to that agent. Then, when infants see the

agent flanked by the two targets in a situation in which costs are equal, they apply their

knowledge of the targets’ relative value to the agent to run their planning model for

that agent forward, predicting the target that it will approach. We have implemented

this hypothesis in a computational model that accounts not only for the findings of the

present experiments but also for a range of past studies of early action understanding

(Gergely et al., 1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Woodward, 1998). Furthermore, we compared

this model with an array of simpler models that focus only on relative costs or rewards

in isolation, or on particular cues to effort or value. We found that only the full model

with abstract variables for costs and rewards can account for all of the findings (fig. 6.3

and supplementary materials).

The present studies raise key questions for future research. First, the cognitive

architecture underlying infants’ assessment of cost remains to be explored. Our

experiments suggest that infants are responding to an abstract notion of cost, rather

than specific physical path features such as vertical motion (controlled for in experiment

3), horizontal motion (controlled for in experiment 1), or raw path length (controlled for

in experiment 2). We do not know, however, whether infants represent the abstract costs

of actions by drawing on a concept of experienced effort or exertion within the domain of

näıve psychology, or by leveraging an intuitive concept of force or work done (the integral

of force applied over a path) from the domain of näıve physics (Téglás et al., 2011;
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Ullman et al., 2017), or perhaps both. Also, our experiments investigated only one class

of goal states and target-directed actions, leaving open the breadth and generality of

infants’ intuitive psychology. In particular, cost can be defined in terms of work or effort

to produce physical forces, but there are other kinds of costs: Agents could consider

variables such as the mental effort of planning (Kool et al., 2017; Shenhav et al., 2017)

and the risks of choosing certain actions, neither of which involves applications of force.

It is an open question whether these other variables trade off against reward in infants’

intuitive psychology the way that physical work or effort does. Last, our studies do not

speak to the origins of these abilities. Although 10-month-old infants cannot perform the

actions from our experiments or communicate with others about them, their productive

system for reasoning about costs and rewards may arise through their experiences

observing the actions of other agents or performing actions within their repertoire, such

as lifting their arms or balancing their bodies against the force of gravity. Alternatively,

this system of intuitive psychology may guide infants’ action understanding from the

beginning. Testing these possibilities would address fundamental questions concerning

the nature, origins, and interrelations between our intuitive psychology and intuitive

physics.

However these questions are answered, the present study suggests that our

propensity to understand the minds and actions of others in terms of abstract, general,

and interrelated concepts begins early. Before human infants learn to walk, leap, and

climb, they leverage mental models of agents and actions: forward models of how agents

plan, and inverse models for working backward from agents’ actions to the causes inside

their minds.
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Chapter 4

Knowing before acting

This thesis chapter originally appeared in the literature as:

Liu, S., Brooks N. B., & Spelke, E. S. (2019). Origins of the concepts cause,

cost, and goal in prereaching infants. Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences

Abstract

We investigated the origins and interrelations of causal knowledge and knowledge of

agency in 3-month-old infants, who cannot yet effect changes in the world by reaching

for, grasping, and picking up objects. Across 5 experiments, n = 152 prereaching infants

viewed object-directed reaches that varied in efficiency (following the shortest physically

possible path vs. a longer path), goal (lifting an object vs. causing a change in its state),

and causal structure (action on contact vs. action at a distance and after a delay).

Prereaching infants showed no strong looking preference between a person’s efficient and
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inefficient reaches when the person grasped and displaced an object. When the person

reached for and caused a change in the state of the object on contact, however, infants

looked longer when this action was inefficient than when it was efficient. Three-month-old

infants also showed a key signature of adults’ and older infants’ causal inferences: This

looking preference was abolished if a short spatial and temporal gap separated the action

from its effect. The basic intuition that people are causal agents, who navigate around

physical constraints to change the state of the world, may be one important foundation

for infants’ ability to plan their own actions and learn from the acts of others.

4.1 Introduction

As human adults, we view ourselves and others as causal agents, who devote our limited

time and resources to actions that change the world in accord with our intentions and

desires (Dennett, 1987). This view is critical to our understanding of other minds

(Gopnik & Wellman, 1992; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), our ability to learn from other

people (Gopnik et al., 2007; Schulz, 2012) and, in some views, our very ability to

make any causal attributions (Woodward, 2005). Here, we explore the seeds of this

understanding through studies of human infants who cannot yet pick up or manipulate

objects, and who therefore cannot effect changes in objects through their own intentional

actions.

By the time that infants begin to reach for and pick up objects (at about 4 to 5

months) (von Hofsten, 1989) and manipulate them (at about 6 to 8 months) (Palmer,

1989; Ruff, 1984), they begin to show sensitivity to the causes, costs, and goals of

intentional action. Six- to 12-month-old infants attribute causal powers to agents: They
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expect hands to move, lift, or break objects only on contact (Leslie, 1984; Muentener

& Carey, 2010), and they infer that a person or animal who launches or entrains an

inanimate object has caused the object’s motion (Pauen & Träuble, 2009; Saxe et al.,

2005). Infants at this age also are sensitive to the cost of other agents’ actions, looking

longer when someone takes a long, circuitous route to a goal when a shorter route was

available (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Liu & Spelke, 2017), and they interpret actions as

directed toward goal objects, looking longer when a person reaches to a new object, even

if the reach follows a familiar path (Woodward, 1998). These findings do not reveal,

however, whether infants’ emerging action capacities give rise to, or merely allow infants

to express, knowledge of the goals, costs, or causal efficacy of human actions.

4.1.1 What do infants learn from their own actions?

Throughout the second half of the first year, infants explore and manipulate objects

tirelessly (Palmer, 1989; Piaget, 1952; Ruff, 1984). There is strong reason to think that

infants learn from these experiences, because milestones in motor development predict

infants’ understanding of other people’s reaches (Woodward, 1998), grasps (Loucks &

Sommerville, 2012), and multistep goal-directed actions (Gerson et al., 2015). These

observations have prompted the hypothesis that infants learn, through their own actions,

to attribute mental states and causal powers to themselves and other agents (Gallese &

Goldman, 1998; Heyes, 2010; Keysers & Perrett, 2004; Meltzoff et al., 2009; Press et al.,

2011; Rizzolatti et al., 2001).

The motor experience hypothesis is supported by evidence that action training

enhances infants’ action understanding (Bakker et al., 2016; Gerson et al., 2015; Gerson
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& Woodward, 2014a; Skerry et al., 2013; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005; Sommerville

et al., 2005). The most striking evidence for this hypothesis comes from studies of

3-month-old infants, who do not yet reach intentionally for objects (von Hofsten, 1980),

and who in past research showed no sensitivity to others’ goals or to the cost of their

actions. Training experiments suggest that such infants learn about the goals and

intentions of other agents from their own action experiences (Gerson et al., 2015; Skerry

et al., 2013; Sommerville et al., 2005). After a few minutes of experience wearing Velcro

(“sticky”) mittens that allow prereaching infants to bat at soft objects and pick them

up, infants come to see other people’s reaches as directed toward those goal objects,

whereas untrained infants do not (Gerson & Woodward, 2014b; Sommerville et al.,

2005). Nevertheless, 2 sets of findings from these experiments stand at odds with the

motor experience hypothesis. First, infants’ learning from wearing sticky mittens fails

to generalize in ways that new action concepts should support. Mittens-trained infants

attribute goals to another person only if she wears the same mittens as the infant, and

only if she contacts the same objects that the infant encountered during training (Gerson

& Woodward, 2014b; Woodward, 2008), casting doubt on the thesis that mittens-training

enhances infants’ understanding of abstract intentions and goals. Second, infants’

learning from sticky mittens generalizes too broadly to warrant the interpretation that

they knew nothing about others’ actions prior to this experience. When mittens-trained

infants view another person who reaches repeatedly over a barrier to obtain an object,

they subsequently look longer, after the barrier is removed, when the person reaches for

the object using the same circuitous path, than when she reaches for the object directly.

These findings have been interpreted as showing that infants represent the reaches as

goal-directed and costly, even though their own training session involved no barriers or
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indirect reaches (Saxe et al., 2006). Infants’ generalization from direct to constrained

reaches suggests that some prior understanding of action supported their learning.

Based on these considerations, we suggest a new interpretation both of the effect of

mittens training and of the preexisting capacities of prereaching infants. To reach for,

grasp, and pick up an object, one must adapt the position of hands and fingers to the

object’s position, shape, weight, and consistency (Cutkosky, 1989). When 3-month-old

infants attempt to perform object-directed reaches like those of the people around them,

they fail to pick up the objects or move them closer: Their actions, at best, lead them to

bump into and bat away the objects that they seek to entrain. When such infants observe

the reaches of others, moreover, the visual information they receive does not clearly

indicate how people lift and move objects: How is a ball supported when it is grasped

from above, as in Fig. 4.1? In the light of these challenges, experience with sticky mittens

may simplify the act of picking up an object for a prereaching infant into an instance of

“action on contact,” a fundamental property of causal events (Michotte, 1963). If this

interpretation is correct, then 3-month-old infants should already be capable of viewing

people as causal agents whose intentional actions aim to transform objects on contact,

even though the infants themselves cannot effect such transformations.

4.1.2 Research Overview

The present experiments test for this aspect of causal understanding in prereaching

infants who have received no action training. In 5 experiments, we presented 3-month-old

infants with visual information about the causal affordances of reaching, as in past

studies of sensitivity to contact causality (Leslie, 1982, 1984; Michotte, 1963; Muentener
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& Carey, 2010; Saxe et al., 2006), without intervening on their motor experience. We

measured their visual attention to video recordings of people reaching for objects first

on indirect paths constrained by the presence of a barrier, and then on either indirect

or direct paths after removal of the barrier, as in past studies of infants’ sensitivity to

action efficiency (Gergely et al., 1995; Skerry et al., 2013). Although there is no evidence

that infants interpret physical interactions between objects as causal before 6 months of

age, younger infants are sensitive to the spatiotemporal properties of physical collisions

between objects, perhaps from birth (Mascalzoni et al., 2013), as they distinguish

between object motions with and without direct contact and with or without a temporal

delay (Cohen & Amsel, 1998; Desrochers, 1999; Leslie, 1982). In the present research, we

test the thesis that prereaching infants see other people as causal agents, who act with

specific intentions and limited energy, by presenting them with actions that do or do not

conform to the spatiotemporal properties of causal events.

4.2 Experiments 1 and 2: Object-directed reaching

and grasping actions

4.2.1 Experiment 1

We began by replicating the finding that 3-month-old infants, who have received

no action training and are habituated to an actor reaching over a barrier, show no

differential looking to efficient versus inefficient reaching actions after the barrier is

removed (Skerry et al., 2013). In Exp. 1, we tested for infants’ sensitivity to action

efficiency using events based directly on past research (Skerry et al., 2013), featuring
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Figure 4.1: Still frames from videos shown to participants in Exps. 1 to 5, including stimuli

from habituation (A) and test (B). In each video, a person reached for and picked up the object

(H1-H2, T1-H2), or caused it to illuminate (H3-H5, T3-T4), over a barrier (H1-H3, H5) or empty

space (H4, T1-T4). The person either acted on the object by contacting it (H1-H4, T1-T3) or

produced the same effect from a distance of 50 pixels, after a 0.5-s delay (H5, T4), and either

performed these actions while wearing a glove (H1, H3-H5, T1, T3-T4) or with a bare hand

(H2, T2). During the test (B), the person either reached directly for the object on a novel but

efficient trajectory (Left), or in a curvilinear fashion on the familiar but inefficient trajectory

(Right). Clocks indicate temporal delays, black line segments indicate spatial gaps, and black

line segments around the object indicate frames in which it illuminated. An asterisk (*) indicates

direct replication (Exp. 5).

reaches by an actor wearing a glove rather than a mitten (Fig. 4.1). Three-month-old

infants (n = 20; mean age = 108 d; range = 92 to 122 d; 11 female) viewed video clips

of an actor who reached over a barrier, grasped and lifted a ball, and moved the ball to

her side of the barrier (Fig. 4.1A, H1). The height of this barrier varied across trials,

and the person always adapted her reach to the barrier. After infants either habituated

to these events (i.e., their attention declined by 50%), or looked for 12 trials, whichever

came first, we measured their attention to alternating test events in which the person

reached for the same ball as during habituation, but with no obstacles in her way (Fig.

4.1B, T1). On alternating test trials, she reached on the same curvilinear path toward
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the ball (a familiar but newly inefficient action) or on a direct path (a novel but newly

efficient action). The only differences between these events and the events from past

studies (Skerry et al., 2013) were that the actor in this study wore a tight-fitting white

glove instead of a brown mitten, and she kept her hand in the same grasping position

during the entire reach, instead of turning the ball over in the mitten after retrieving it.

Thus, the shape and positions of her fingers remained visible throughout the action.

Across all experiments, we calculated the average looking time toward the efficient

versus inefficient reach over 3 pairs of test events, and we analyzed these data using linear

mixed-effects models (Bates et al., 2015). For details about our analysis strategy, see

Materials and Methods. In light of past findings that prereaching infants fail to interpret

reaching actions by a mittened hand as costly (Skerry et al., 2013), we expected infants to

look equally at the 2 test events in Exp. 1. Consistent with this prediction, infants looked

equally to the inefficient and the efficient reach of the gloved hand (meanineff = 18.029

s, meaneff = 16.844 s, 95% CI [-0.089, 0.238], standardized β-coefficient [β] = 0.155,

unstandardized B coefficient [B] = 0.074, SE = 0.079, P = 0.359, two-tailed), replicating

past findings (Skerry et al., 2013) (Fig. 4.2A). Nevertheless, looking preferences in this

experiment differed marginally from those in the experiment on which this study was

based (Skerry et al., 2013), with relatively greater looking at the familiar but inefficient

reach ([-0.015,0.464], β = 0.43, B = 0.224, SE = 0.122, P = 0.074, two-tailed).

4.2.2 Experiment 2

Do 3-month-old infants struggle to represent the cost of mittened and gloved reaches

because of the gloves and mittens themselves? In Exp. 2, infants (n = 20; mean =
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108 d; range = 93 to 120 d; 12 female) were presented with the same actions from

Exp. 1, except that the person performing the actions wore no gloves, further clarifying

the contact relation between her hand and the object (Fig. 4.1, H2 and T2). Infants

looked longer at the inefficient than the efficient reach of the bare hand, in the familiar

context of a bare-handed reach (meanineff = 9.715 s, meaneff = 8.036 s, [0.008,0.331],

β = 0.429, B = 0.170, SE = 0.078, P = 0.043, two-tailed). Performance in Exp. 2

differed significantly from performance in the original study on which it was based (27)

([0.047,0.547], β = 0.539, B = 0.297, SE = 0.124, P = 0.022, two-tailed). However,

performance in Exps. 1 and 2 did not differ from each other ([-0.128,0.319], β = 0.167,

B = 0.095, SE = 0.111 P = 0.396, two-tailed). Collapsing across both Exps. 1 and 2,

infants looked marginally longer at the inefficient than the efficient action (meanineff =

13.872 s, meaneff = 12.440 s, [-0.004,0.227], β = 0.185, B = 0.112, SE = 0.058, P =

0.060, two-tailed) (Fig. 4.2A).

These experiments, together with past research (Skerry et al., 2013; Sommerville

et al., 2005), suggest that untrained 3-month-old infants have weak and inconsistent

looking preferences for direct versus indirect reaching and grasping actions. Nevertheless,

the significant difference between Exp. 2 and the experiment presenting a mittened

hand (Skerry et al., 2013) calls into question the conclusion, from past research, that

3-month-old infants need action training in order to appreciate the physical costs of

reaching actions. An exploratory analysis comparing the 3 experiments that used this

method revealed that the magnitude of infants’ looking preference for the indirect reach

increased with increases in the visibility of the form of the reaching hand, from a mitten

that obscured its shape and texture (Skerry et al., 2013), to a glove that revealed its

shape but obscured its color and texture (Exp. 1), to a fully visible hand (Exp. 2)
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([0.007,0.053], β = 0.416, B = 0.03, SE = 0.011, P = 0.011, two-tailed). SI Appendix

presents a full report of this exploratory analysis, which raises the possibility that

the use of mittens obscuring the hand in all past research with 3-month-old infants

underestimates the infants’ sensitivity to natural, barehanded acts of reaching. Further

research is needed to test this possibility.

What makes reaching for, grasping, and lifting objects problematic actions for

3-month-old infants to understand? Although infants frequently see people lifting

objects, the mechanism by which this action serves to displace an object depends on

variables that are opaque to vision, such as the weight of the object and the force of

the actor’s grasp. Without understanding how the posture of the hand and the forces it

exerts allow an actor to lift and move an object, infants may have difficulty distinguishing

pick-up actions from hand movements that are guided by different intentions. If this

is correct, then infants may more robustly represent the causal powers of other people

who engage in simpler, albeit less familiar, efficient, object-directed actions. The next

experiments test this possibility.

4.3 Experiments 3 to 5: Reaching actions that cause

objects to change state

In Exps. 3 to 5, we explored whether prereaching infants view the act of reaching for

and contacting an object as causally efficacious, when a simple but novel reaching action

produces a change in the object on contact.
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4.3.1 Experiment 3

Drawing inspiration from past studies of infants’ and adults’ causal perception (10, 11,

35, 36, 43), in Exp. 3 we tested infants’ responses to displays similar to those of Exp.

1, except that the person reached for and touched the ball with the tips of her gloved

fingers, causing it to illuminate and emit a soft sound on contact, and then withdrew her

hand, causing the ball to return to its initial state (Fig. 4.1, H3-H4, T3). Because this

event has not been used in previous research, infants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2

habituation conditions (n = 40; 20 per condition; mean age = 108 d; range = 91 to 122

d; 23 female). In the experimental condition, infants watched the person reach over a

barrier that prevented direct access to the goal object (H3), as in Exps. 1 and 2. In the

control condition, infants watched the person perform the same reaches with the barrier

behind the goal object, out of the actor’s way, as in the control condition of previous

research with mitten-trained infants (H4) (Skerry et al., 2013). Across both conditions,

all barriers were added digitally to the same videos: Thus, the actor performed identical

actions in the 2 conditions, but only in the first condition did the actor appear to reach

efficiently on the habituation trials. After habituation, infants viewed the efficient, direct

reach and the inefficient, indirect reach, as in Exps. 1 and 2, both of which activated the

object (T3). These 2 conditions allow us to test whether infants differentiate efficient

from inefficient reaches at test only when prior curved reaches were efficient.

In Exp. 3, infants responded differently to the test events across the 2 habituation

conditions ([0.273,0.732], β = 0.781, B = 0.502, SE = 0.114, P < 0.001, two-tailed)

(Fig. 4.2B). When the actor’s reaches were initially constrained by a barrier (H1) in the

experimental condition, infants looked longer, at test, at the inefficient than the efficient
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Figure 4.2: Looking time in seconds toward the efficient versus inefficient reach at test across

Exps. 1 to 5 (n = 152), for both (A) pick-up events (Exps. 1 and 2) and (B) state-change

events (Exps. 3 to 5). Images indicate video displays used during the habituation phase (above

each graph) and test phase (below each graph) for each experiment (Fig. 4.1). Red dots and

error bars indicate means and within-subjects 95% CIs. Pairs of connected points indicate data

from a single participant. Horizontal bars within boxes indicate medians, and boxes indicate the

middle 2 quartiles of data. Upper whiskers indicate data up to 1.5 times the interquartile range

above the third quartile, and lower whiskers indicate data up to 1.5 times the interquartile range

below the first quartile. Beta coefficients (β) list effect sizes in SD units for each condition. *P

< 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, two-tailed, except for the causal condition in Exp. 5, which

was preregistered as a one-tailed test.

action (meanineff = 15.448 s, meaneff = 12.368 s, [0.159, 0.486], β = 0.501, B = 0.322, SE

= 0.081, P < 0.001, two-tailed). Their preference for the inefficient test action cannot

be attributed to low-level preferences for the curvilinear reach, because infants in the

control condition (H2) showed a small preference in the opposite direction (meanineff =

8.788 s, meaneff = 10.104 s, [-0.343,-0.017], β = -0.28, B = -0.18, SE = 0.081, P = 0.032,

two-tailed). Infants’ preference for the inefficient action was stronger in this experiment

than in Exp. 1, which presented the same reaching trajectories ending in object pick-up

([0.029,0.467], β = 0.457, B = 0.248, SE = 0.112, P = 0.032, two-tailed). Exp. 3

therefore provides evidence that infants are sensitive to the physical constraints on
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object-directed reaching when these reaches terminate in a simple, causally transparent

contact event.

4.3.2 Experiment 4

In Exp. 4, preregistered at https://osf.io/a5byn/, we tested whether this sensitivity

depends on infants’ construal of the actor as a causal agent who changes the states of

objects on contact. We introduced digital manipulations to the habituation and test

events from Exp. 3 to create a small spatial and temporal gap between the termination

of the actor’s reach and the activation of the object, thereby removing the key condition

that elicits causal perception in older infants and adults (Leslie, 1982, 1984; Michotte,

1963; Muentener & Carey, 2010; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000). Infants (n = 20; mean

age = 107 d; range = 93 to 121 d; 12 female) saw videos identical to those from the

experimental condition of Exp. 3, except the actor’s hand never contacted the object

(her fingers paused 50 pixels, or 2 cm, above it), and the object changed state 0.5 s

after the hand came to rest in midair (Fig. 4.1, H5, T4). In contrast to Exp. 3, infants

looked equally at test trials showing the inefficient and efficient actions (meanineff =

15.306 s, meaneff = 16.38 s, [-0.301,0.191], β = -0.096, B = -0.055, SE = 0.119, P =

0.649, two-tailed) (Fig. 4.2B). Across Exp. 4 (H5, T4) and the experimental condition of

Exp. 3 (H3, T3), infants responded differently to the test events, depending on whether

or not the person acted on the object on contact ([0.003,0.623], β = 0.547, B = 0.313,

SE = 0.154 P = 0.049, two-tailed). Therefore, Exp. 3 provides initial evidence that

infants appreciate the physical constraints on goal-directed reaching if this action causes

a change in its goal object on contact, but not if the change in the object occurs after,
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and at a distance from, the end of the action.

4.3.3 Experiment 5 (Direct Replication)

To evaluate this suggestion further, we conducted a preregistered direct replication of

Exps. 3 and 4. In Exp. 5, preregistered at https://osf.io/f2hvd/, we randomly assigned

infants to events that differed only in spatiotemporal continuity: The object either

activated on contact with the agent’s hand, or after a small gap in space and time (n =

52, 26 per condition; mean age = 107 d; range = 92 to 121 d; 21 female). This design

allowed us to compare infants’ responses to causal (H3, T3) versus noncausal (H5, T4)

actions, under testing conditions where all researchers were blind to condition as well as

test events. We fully replicated the findings from Exps. 3 and 4: Infants again responded

to the test events differently depending on whether or not the activation of the object

occurred on contact with the hand ([0.184,0.815], β = 0.729, B = 0.5, SE = 0.158, P =

0.003, two-tailed) (Fig. 4.2B). As in Exp. 3, infants looked longer at the inefficient than

the efficient reach when the person appeared to cause a change in the object (meanineff

= 12.166 s, meaneff = 7.791 s, [0.211,0.66], β = 0.635, B = 0.436, SE = 0.112 P <

0.001, one-tailed); as in Exp. 4, infants looked equally to the inefficient and efficient

reaches when she did not appear to cause this outcome (meanineff = 11.395 s, meaneff =

12.888 s, [-0.289,0.160], β = -0.094, B = -0.064, SE = 0.112, P = 0.567, two-tailed).

Although 3-month-old infants have limited experience acting on objects themselves, they

understand that other people intend to cause changes in the world through their actions.

Infants exhibited this ability in Exps. 3 and 5, both of which presented clear information

that a change in the goal object occurred on contact with the actor’s hand.
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See SI Appendix for a metaanalysis over these 5 experiments and 5 previous

experiments using similar methods at the same age (Skerry et al., 2013), which compare

different conditions of mittens-training, object manipulation (grasping and entraining

vs. touching and activating an object), and causal information. Overall, we found that

knowledge of the causal intentions behind and physical constraints on reaching actions

arises without training, but it is more robust when infants view causally transparent

actions or receive mittens-training.

4.4 Discussion

Since the birth of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, scholars have debated

how human minds learn abstract, structured representations of objects, of other people,

and of themselves (Carey, 2009; Hassabis et al., 2017; Lake et al., 2017; LeCun et al.,

2015; Turing, 1950; Ullman, 2019). Do concepts like “cause,” “cost,” and “goal” emerge

from sensorimotor associations formed during first-person experiences acting on objects?

Alternatively, do some abstract, structured concepts emerge early and guide infants’

analysis of the causal consequences of other people’s actions, together with the goals and

costs of those actions?

Our experiments provide evidence for the latter view. Across 5 experiments, we

found that infants attended to changes in the physical constraints of other people’s

reaches if these actions give strong impressions of causal agency, involving contact with

an object that immediately changes its state. Thus, before infants can reach for objects

themselves, they represent other people’s reaching actions in accord with the abstract

concept of “cause,” a concept that may function together with the associated concepts
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of “cost” and “goal.” Three-month-old infants appreciate that agents act on the world

in order to transform it in some way, that their actions occur on contact with objects,

and that obstacles impose constraints on goal-directed action. First-person experiences

of acting on and causing changes in objects are not prerequisites to the development of

these concepts.

4.4.1 What is the nature of these early concepts?

Although our experiments build on prior findings that purport to show that 3-month-old

infants, trained with sticky mittens, view other people’s actions as goal-directed (Choi

et al., 2018; Gerson & Woodward, 2014a; Luo, 2011; Sommerville et al., 2005) and costly

(Skerry et al., 2013), neither our experiments nor their predecessors reveal how richly

prereaching infants represent the costs and goals of other people’s actions.

With respect to action cost, 6-month-old infants expect agents not only to move

on a straight path in the absence of obstacles but on the least curved path available

in the presence of obstacles (Liu & Spelke, 2017). In contrast, neither the present

studies nor past research reveals whether prereaching infants assess the continuous costs

of different actions. Moreover, our experiments and their predecessors do not reveal

whether 3-month-old infants expect causal actions to be efficient, or alternatively attend

to path-relevant constraints on causal actions, looking longer at the disappearance of an

object on a familiar reaching path than at a new, direct reach. Given that 3-month-old

infants do not see pick-up actions as intentional unless they see bare hands (Exp. 2) or

receive action-training (Bakker et al., 2016), they may be only beginning to recognize

which physical cues are relevant for analyzing the cost of causal, goal-directed actions.
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Future experiments that compare infants’ responses to actions that vary in relative

inefficiency, and that compare infants’ responses to indirect reaching actions constrained

by true obstacles (e.g., solid walls) from other objects (e.g., arches or shelves), could help

reveal the nature of infants’ early understanding of action cost.1

With respect to goal-directedness, 6-month-old infants attribute goals to purposeful

actions but not accidental ones, and they represent acts of reaching by an agent, but

not similar movements of an inanimate object, as goal-directed (16); our studies, like

past studies of prereaching infants (Choi et al., 2018; Gerson & Woodward, 2014b;

Luo, 2011; Sommerville et al., 2005), do not speak to these abilities. Finally, research

reveals that 10- month-old infants form integrated representations of action costs and

rewards (Liu et al., 2017): If an agent undertakes a more costly action to attain one goal

object than another, infants infer that the agent values the former goal object more.

Future research could investigate whether this ability is present in younger infants. A

further question that is raised but not answered by our studies concerns young infants’

understanding of nonagentic, physical causes. It is possible that infants first attribute

causal powers to agents who act on objects, and later generalize these attributions to

inanimate objects that collide and interact (Lakusta et al., 2017; Muentener & Schulz,

2012). Alternatively, 3-month-old infants may attribute causal powers to inanimate

objects as well as to agents when they are presented with simple events like the present

ones. Experiments that test these contrasting possibilities would speak to interventionist

theories of causation (Menzies & Price, 1993; Pearl, 2000; Woodward, 2005), according

to which our causal analysis of physical systems relies on our understanding of entities

1We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this alternative interpretation for these and past

experiments probing infants’ understanding of goal-directed action.
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that stand outside those systems and have the power to intervene on them: A view with

deep roots in cognitive and developmental science (Gopnik et al., 2007; Piaget, 1932;

von Helmholtz, 1867).

4.4.2 What are the developmental origins of these concepts?

Our studies show that infants interpret actions they cannot perform as causally

efficacious, but they do not reveal the cascading developmental processes that give rise to

this understanding. It is possible that infants learn that agents cause changes in objects

on contact, by observing the actions of other people over the first 3 postnatal months.

Alternatively, these basic abilities may emerge over the course of fetal development and

guide postnatal learning on infants’ first encounter with people’s actions. The latter

possibility is compatible with a computational model of early visual development that

leverages a primitive ability to identify agents (“movers”) to support infants’ learning

of the visible boundaries of objects and the visible properties of human hands and gaze

(Ullman, 2019; Ullman et al., 2012). Experiments on precocial animals and newborn

human infants provide suggestive support for the latter possibility, because newborn

infants look preferentially to causal over noncausal physical events (Mascalzoni et al.,

2013), and controlled-reared chicks preferentially imprint to objects that participated

in causal events (Mascalzoni et al., 2010). Nevertheless, no newborn animal or human

infant has been shown to attribute causal powers to agents.
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4.4.3 Conclusion

Infants eventually learn to reach for objects, to plan actions around obstacles to achieve

their goals, to reflect on their own intentions and skills, and even to act on the world

at a distance. A skeletal understanding of people as causal agents may provide one

foundation for this learning. Infants may enter the world with little knowledge of the

actions or the goals of the people around them, and their own actions on objects are

highly limited, but they may rapidly learn about people and objects by knowing that

there are causes, agents, and actions to search for in the first place. The deep remaining

question concerns the developmental mechanisms by which these concepts emerge in

human brains, throughout fetal development and the first postnatal months, so as to

generate abstract knowledge so early in life.

4.5 Materials and Methods

4.5.1 Participants

n = 152 healthy, full-term infants (mean age = 107 d; range = 91 to 122 d; 78 female)

were included in our final sample across Exps. 1 through 5. Infants’ legal guardians

provided informed written consent for them to participate, and all families received a

small gift (e.g., toy, T-shirt), and $5 travel compensation. All data were collected at the

Harvard Laboratory of Developmental Studies, and all study protocols were approved by

the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University. See SI Appendix

for participant exclusion information.
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4.5.2 Materials and Procedure

Infants were tested in a dimly lit room, and seated in a car seat such that their faces

were 1 m away from a 70cm by 40cm LCD screen. Prior to habituation, infants saw a 3-s

video of an actress saying “Hi, baby!” in an infant-directed fashion. During habituation

videos for all experiments, except for H4 in Exp. 3, she was seated at a table in front

of an object, and then reached over a barrier for the object, and always adapted her

action to the height of the barrier, which varied trial to trial. All videos were filmed

using a metronome for consistency, and all barriers were added digitally to the videos

after filming. To generate the videos for H4, we used the same videos as H3, moving the

barrier beyond the goal object, out of her reach. To generate the noncausal videos for

Exps. 4 and 5 (H5, T4), we manipulated the videos from the constrained condition of

Exp. 3 (H3, T3) in Final Cut Pro to introduce a 50-pixel gap between the person’s hand

and the object, and a 0.5-s delay between the final position of the hand and the object’s

illumination. Prior to the test, infants saw an image of the scene including only the table

and the object, without the person or the barrier. Then, at test, the person returned and

alternatingly reached straight across the table for the object (efficient but novel path), or

in the same curvilinear fashion that she did during habituation (inefficient but familiar

path), order counterbalanced across participants. See SI Appendix for additional details.

4.5.3 Analysis Strategy

Infant looking times are often log-normally distributed (Csibra et al., 2016), including in

this dataset (SI Appendix, Fig. 6.10), and thus were logtransformed (main results) or

transformed to proportions (supplemental and meta-analytic results; see SI Appendix)
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prior to analysis. Descriptive statistics and plots feature raw looking times for

interpretability. We used linear mixed-effects models (Bates et al., 2015) in R (62)

to analyze all looking-time data. In order to address potential outliers, we used the

influence.ME package (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012) to identify influential participants,

and report effects in the main text excluding them, but see SI Appendix for primary

results including these influential participants, information about data reliability, and

analyses of attention during habituation. Figs. 4.2, 6.8 and 6.10–6.7 were produced

using the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009). To explicitly model repeated measures and

correlated data with experiments, all mixed models including multiple observations per

participant included participant identity as a random intercept, and all models including

observations from multiple experiments included experiment as a random intercept. The

Results section of this paper was written in R Markdown (Allaire et al., 2014) to enhance

reproducibility and minimize error.

4.5.4 Open Science Practices

All stimuli, data, code, and preregistrations of this paper are open access at

https://osf.io/rcsns/. Our laboratory began preregistering experiments on the Open

Science Framework in the middle of this research; thus, Exps. 1 through 3 were not

formally preregistered. The design, methods, and sample size of Exp. 3 were planned

prior to data collection. In all other experiments, all details regarding the design, sample

size, methods, exclusion criteria, and analyses were planned ahead of data collection, and

were formally preregistered for Exps. 4 and 5.
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Significance

We view ourselves and others as causal agents who pursue goals and act efficiently

to make things happen, but where do these intuitions come from? Five looking-time

experiments with 3-month-old infants show that infants interpret actions they cannot

yet perform as causally efficacious. When people reach for and cause state changes in

objects, young infants interpret these actions as goal-directed and look longer when they

are inefficient rather than efficient. In contrast, infants show no consistent responses to

similar actions that cause no changes in an object. An early-emerging sensitivity to the

causal powers of agents, when they engage in costly, goal-directed actions, may provide

one important foundation for the rich causal and social learning that characterizes our

species.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Although no research has systematically tested infants’ responses to the events from

Heider and Simmel (1944), developmental psychology has borrowed from and adapted

their displays to test for infants’ knowledge of other agents. Past research has shown that

infants appreciate key aspects of Heider and Simmel’s events: Infants represent agents’

goals (Woodward, 1998), physical constraints (Saxe et al., 2006), perceptual states (Luo

& Johnson, 2009), the cost of their actions (Gergely et al., 1995), and their causal

powers (Muentener & Carey, 2010). This thesis investigates the content and form of this

knowledge in the first year of life. The work from the previous 3 chapters shows that in

the first year of life, infants analyze other people’s actions in terms of abstract concepts

like cost, cause and reward, organized into an intuitive theory of psychology. Infants

appear to hold expectations about key elements of this system even before mastering

simple goal-directed actions, like object-directed reaching. These findings suggest that

infants hold systematic theories of other people’s actions. That is, infants interpret

other people’s actions in terms of continuous abstract variables (Paper 1) and represent
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coherent plans over those variables (Paper 2), including plans that go beyond infants’

own specific experiences (Papers 1-3). Like adults, infants are able to stretch beyond

the actions they have observed and experienced and reason about unfamiliar agents and

novel actions. Like us, they are able to see someone act and to infer why, and to make

predictions about what they will do in a novel situation. In this concluding chapter, I

summarize the key findings from this thesis, lay out the broader theoretical questions

that this work raises, and suggest ways to test them in future research.

5.1 Summary of Chapters 2-4

5.1.1 Paper 1: Six-month-old infants expect agents to minimize

the cost of their actions

The work in Paper 1 builds on 25 years of work probing infants’ sensitivity to action

efficiency, starting from Gergely et al. (1995), and asks the simple question of whether

infants represent action cost as a continuous variable. We find that infants distinguish

between paths based on their relative cost, beyond expecting agents to move around

obstacles, directly towards their goals (Experiments 1-2). Furthermore, infants’

expectations for efficient action cannot be explained by learning during the experiment:

Even after observing an agent behave inefficiently, infants expected the agent to minimize

the cost of its actions over a new obstacle the very first time the agent encountered

this obstacle (Experiment 3). This finding sets the stage for the subsequent empirical

work in the thesis: We go on to investigate the content of this variable (path length?

force? effort?), its inferential role in a broader schema of action understanding, and its
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developmental origins in Papers 2 and 3.

5.1.2 Paper 2: Ten-month-old infants infer the value of goals

from the costs of actions

The work in Paper 2 tests for integrated representations of cost and reward and

investigates the nature of infants’ cost representations. We combined classic work on

infants’ understanding of action cost (Gergely et al., 1995) and preference (Woodward,

1998) to ask whether infants use how hard agents try to learn what these agents prefer.

When infants saw an agent undergo costlier actions for one goal than another, they

expected this agent to move to this goal, and looked longer when the agent moved instead

to the goal for which it took easier actions. Because infants’ responses were similar

regardless of whether they saw the agent jump barriers of different heights (Experiment

1), ramps of varying incline (Experiment 2), or gaps of varying width (Experiment

3), our findings suggest that infants do not represent action cost in terms of a single

continuous variable like path length (controlled for in Experiment 2), horizontal motion

(controlled for in Experiment 1), or vertical motion (controlled for in Experiment 3).

Instead, our findings suggest that infants have a broader representation of action cost,

perhaps centered around the physical work agents undergo to pursue their goals. Taken

together, our findings suggest that infants understand the actions of other agents, much

as older children and adults do (Baker et al., 2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016): They

organize this understanding around abstract variables, cost and reward, that go beyond

simple features (e.g. frequency of choice, for reward; path length, for cost). Like children

and adults, infants represent plans over these variables, which infants invert to make
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inferences about why people acted the way they did.

5.1.3 Paper 3: Origins of the concepts cost, cause, and goal in

prereaching infants

The work in Paper 3 provides an existence proof that infants do not require first-person

action experience with specific actions, like object-directed reaching, in order to see these

actions, when performed by other people, as physically constrained. Three-month-old

infants understand that obstacles impose constraints on object-directed reaching,

and display this understanding most clearly when they see simple events where

object-directed reaches result in action on contact, followed immediately by the object

changing state. These findings challenge theories that root our intuitive psychology in

our own sensorimotor experiences (Piaget, 1952), in favor of theories that grant infants a

few early-emerging abstract concepts like cost, cause, and goal (Carey, 2009; Spelke &

Kinzler, 2007). Given these minimal, early-emerging concepts, infants still have to learn

which bodily motions are intentional actions (e.g., pitching a baseball, but not slipping

on a banana peel) and what specific intentions they fulfill (e.g., to read a book, not to

flip its pages). Abstract concepts at the core of action understanding may precede and

enable this learning.
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5.2 Open Question 1: How are intuitive psychology

and intuitive physics organized in the infant

mind?

The work in this thesis, as well as the work preceding it, suggests that infants see agents

as acting in accord with their mental states, and also as physical bodies acting in a

physical world. For example, infants appreciate that agents direct their actions towards

physical objects, and are constrained by physical obstacles like barriers (Csibra, 2008;

Csibra et al., 2003; Gergely et al., 1995; Liu et al., 2019; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Skerry

et al., 2013; Woodward, 1998). Infants also connect the physical actions and physical

constraints of agents to psychological variables, like what agents can see (Csibra &

Volein, 2008; Luo & Johnson, 2009), what emotional states they hold (Skerry & Spelke,

2014), and what they prefer (Liu et al., 2017).

While it is clear that infants are able to reason about agents’ actions towards and

over objects, and to connect their physical actions to their mental states, these findings

raise questions about how core domains of physics and psychology relate to each other in

the first year of life. I believe that studies centering around representations of action cost

can shed light on this question. One possibility is that intuitive physics and intuitive

psychology are distinct domains in infancy, with computations proprietary to each

domain. Under this possibility, infants make use of distinctively psychological concepts,

like exhaustion and bodily exertion, to define action cost. Another possibility is that

these two domains of knowledge are more deeply integrated: Infants could represent
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agents as a special kind of physical object, capable of causing its own motions1. Under

this possibility, infants could define the cost of agents’ actions in terms of the underlying

mechanics or dynamics that apply to its physical body, and perhaps understand bodily

exhaustion in terms of these physical representations.

These two alternatives make distinct predictions about whether and how infants’

understanding of physics relates to their understanding of physical effort. Whereas

first proposal makes no prediction that infants’ understanding of object mechanics of

dynamics relates to their representation of exhaustion or exertion, the second, integrated

proposal strongly predicts that infants’ knowledge in the physical domain will predict

and impact their intuitions about the cost of agent’s actions, because representations of

cost are defined in terms of these physical variables. In the following section, I lay out a

series of cross-sectional, correlational, and causal studies that test these alternatives.

5.2.1 Relating development in intuitive physics to representa-

tions of action cost

Because infants’ intuitive physics undergoes developmental change in the first months of

life (Baillargeon, 1995), we can investigate whether infants begin to appreciate action cost

across different physical situations at different ages, depending on the physical knowledge

required to make those judgments. For example, infants appreciate that objects are

solid, and that unsupported objects fall, very early in development, at just 3 or 4 months

(Baillargeon et al., 1985; Needham & Baillargeon, 1993). But infants do reliably expect

1Another version of this hypothesis is that objects are inert agents, whose behavior is only defined in

terms of physical dynamics or mechanics.
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Figure 5.1: Hypothetical connections between judgments of action cost (bottom row) from

Paper 3, and the physical principles required to make such judgments (top row).

objects to accelerate down ramps until about 7 months of age (Kim & Spelke, 1992).

The hypothesis that infants define physical cost using physical computations predicts

that these physical principles guide their insights about the cost of actions over barriers,

across gaps, and up ramps. Nevertheless, at present, it remains an empirical question

which physical principles guide which psychological judgments. Figure 5.1 lays out a

hypothetical set of connections between infants’ understanding of physics and their

judgments of action cost in three physical situations. For example, to analyze the cost

of an action over a barrier, infants may need to appreciate that the agent is solid and

constrained by that barrier (otherwise, the agent could just pass through it), and that

the agent must be exerting an internal force upward in order to resist the pull of gravity

(otherwise, the agent would remain on the supporting surface). But to understand the

cost of an action up a ramp, infants may also need to understand the pull of gravity on
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the agent’s action, parallel to the surface of the ramp.

Cross-sectional studies

First, we can investigate whether infants’ performance on tests of action cost is predicted

by what we know about the state of their physical knowledge from past work. Here, we

focus on infants younger than 7 months, who are sensitive to support and solidity but not

ramp mechanics, and infants older than 7 months, who are sensitive to all three aspects

of physical reasoning. Thus, the participants Experiments 1 and 2 include 5-month-old

infants, who reliably fail tests of inclined plane mechanics (Kim & Spelke, 1992), and

10-month-old infants, who are sensitive to the cost of actions over barriers and up ramps

(Liu et al., 2017). If infants use representations from intuitive physics to guide their

judgments of action cost, then 5-month-olds should understand that leaping over a tall

barrier is costlier than leaping over a short one, but not that sliding up a steep incline

is costlier than sliding up a shallow one. In contrast, 10-month-olds should be able to

distinguish difficult from easy actions across both situations.

We can test this prediction using studies modeled after classic tests of action

efficiency. In Experiment 1, infants are familiarized with an agent leaping over a

medium-sized barrier towards a goal object: Half of the time, the object and intervening

barrier are to the agent’s left, and half the time, to its right. Then, infants are tested on

events where the agent faces a choice between jumping a low versus high barrier towards

two, identical-looking goal objects (Figure 5.2). Under the expectation that agents

minimize the cost of their actions, infants should look longer when the agent takes a high

cost towards the goal object. Both 5-month-old and 10-month-old infants should succeed
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in this experiment, following previous evidence that infants are sensitive to the cost of

actions over barriers starting at around 3 months of age (Liu et al., 2019; Skerry et al.,

2013).

In Experiment 2, we repeat the same procedure as Experiment 1, replacing the

barriers with ramps of varying inclines. Under the prediction that infants represent

agents as solid objects resisting the natural physical state of affairs, then at test,

10-month-olds, who are sensitive to the mechanics of inclined planes, should look longer

at the unnecessarily costly action up the steep ramp, relative to the less costly action up

the shallow ramp. Because 5-month-olds have not yet mastered the physical knowledge

to distinguish between the cost of these two different actions, they should look equally

to these two test events. See Figure 5.2. If 5-month-old infants succeed in Experiment 2,

then this could suggest that infants use concepts of bodily exhaustion that are distinct

from concepts of physical work to reason about action cost on ramps, or that infants are

intrinsically more interested in agents and pass tests of action understanding earlier than

similar tests of physical understanding. The correlational and training studies reported

next will help disentangle these two interpretations, if indeed both age groups succeed in

Experiments 1-2.

Correlational studies

If infants recruit computations from intuitive physics to make judgments about action

cost, then we should observe evidence for this recruitment at the level of individual

differences. Specifically, individual differences in infants’ sensitivity to aspects of intuitive

physics should predict their sensitivity to action cost in these same physical situations. If
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of tasks investigating infants’ sensitivity to action cost in the context

of navigating over barriers (psych-barrier) and up ramps (psych-ramp) and looking time (LT)

predictions for 5-month-olds and 10-month-olds in Experiments 1-2.

the cross-sectional studies described above are promising, we can go on to test for these

within-participants relationships. To generate enough variability for this comparison, we

will test a wider age range than Experiments 1-2 (e.g. 4-month-olds to 12-month-olds).

In Experiment 3, we can use tests of physical knowledge from the previous literature on

solidity, support, and inclined plane mechanics (Baillargeon et al., 1992; Kim & Spelke,

1992; Spelke et al., 1992), and relate individual differences on these tasks to individual

differences on the same tests of action cost as those in Experiments 1 and 2. See Figure

5.3.

If infants need to appreciate that agents are solid objects that cannot support

themselves without effort, in order to analyze the cost of actions over barriers, then we

should find that infants who look reliably longer when objects float (see 5.3, phys-support)

and pass through each other (phys-solidity) should also look reliably longer when an
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Figure 5.3: Battery of tasks for Experiment 3, including the two psychology tasks from Exper-

iments 1-2 (psych-barrier and psych-ramp) and three physics tasks (phys-solidity, phys-support,

and phys-ramp) from previous literature, testing for understanding of object solidity, support,

and inclined plane mechanics.

agent inefficiently jumps a high barrier relative to a low one (psych-barrier), because

physical principles of solidity and support are relevant for judging this cost. Infants’

sensitivity to inclined plane mechanics (phys-ramp) may not necessarily predict their

sensitivity to the cost of actions over barriers (psych-barrier), but surely will predict

their sensitivity to the cost of actions up ramps (psych-ramps). On the other hand,

if infants’ representations of action cost depend only on computations proprietary to

intuitive psychology, then we should not find relationships between infants’ performance

in tasks across these two domains.
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Causal training studies

If these correlational studies yield promising results, we can go on to conduct causal tests

of the hypothesis that infants recruit information from physics to reason about agents.

Under this hypothesis, teaching infants something new information in the domain of

physics could lead to transfer effects in the domain of intuitive psychology, and vice versa.

In Experiment 4, we can ask whether we can teach infants to become sensitive to the

cost of traveling up a steep versus shallow inclined planes (see Figure 5.3, psych-ramp),

by first showing them animated and real-live events of objects sliding and rolling down

these planes. Here, we will focus on 5-month-olds, who should reliably fail both the

physical inclined plane task (phys-ramp) and the test of action understanding on inclined

planes (psych-ramp), pending the results of Experiment 2. Infants will be randomly

assigned to undergo one of two training sessions in intuitive physics. One group learns

about the direction of motion and acceleration of objects on planes of varying inclines,

and the other group learns about some other aspect of physics (e.g. the mechanics of

object collisions on a flat plane). Then, both groups of infants undergo the same test of

action cost on an inclined plane (psych-ramp) as in Experiments 2-3. If infants represent

agents as physical bodies that resist the natural mechanics and dynamics of physical

objects, then infants in the inclined plane training group could subsequently succeed at

the action understanding task, but infants in the control training group should continue

to fail.

In Experiment 5, we can test for this training effect in the other direction (training

on psychology, and testing on physics). Here, we will randomly assign 5-month-old

infants to undergo one of two training sessions in intuitive psychology: infants can watch
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a variety of agents struggle to climb up ramps of varying inclines, and see that agents

tend to struggle more to travel up steeper inclines, or, in a control condition, see the

same agents struggle to push objects of different masses and sizes along a flat surface.

Then, both groups of infants can undergo the same test of inclined plane mechanics as in

Experiments 3-4 (phys-ramp). If infants see agents as physical bodies, then seeing agents

struggling to slide up ramps could suggest that an external force must be pulling the

physical body of the agent down the ramp, and could do the same to a physical object.

Under this prediction, infants in the inclined plane training group should succeed at the

physical understanding task, while infants in the control training group should continue

to fail. But if infants represent action cost only in terms of concepts that are proprietary

to intuitive psychology (e.g. exhaustion, exertion), then we should not observe training

effects in either direction across Experiments 4-5.

How do early concepts of objects and agents relate to each other? While past work,

including the work presented in this thesis, suggests that infants represent agents as

physical bodies and mental beings, this future work can reveal the nature of what infants

know about agents and their actions (including representations of agents as physical

objects; Experiments 1-5), and how they come to know it (from learning relevant

information in intuitive physics; Experiments 3-5). While the proposed work centers

around representations of action cost, this case study has the potential to shed light on

the broad organization of the infant mind in these two key domains of knowledge. This

work adjudicates between two distinct portraits of early cognition: one where infants’

understanding of psychology and physics are inherently integrated, and another where

these two domains of knowledge stand apart. As adults, we represent other people as

physical bodies, instrumental agents, and moral beings (Weisman et al., 2017), and the
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proposed studies have the potential to reveal whether these distinctions have roots in

our earliest understanding of agents and their actions.

5.3 Open Question 2: Do infants have a general

representation of physical cost?

Regardless of whether infants define action cost in terms of concepts from intuitive

physics or intuitive psychology, a second open question is whether they have a general,

abstract notion of action cost. While most prior studies of action cost operationalize cost

as path length, in Paper 2, we investigated whether infants have a broader representation

of physical effort. We showed that no single path feature (horizontal displacement,

vertical displacement, path length, duration speed) could by itself account for infants’

representation of action cost: Regardless of whether infants saw an agent jump higher

barriers (Experiment 1), climb steeper ramps (Experiment 2), or jump wider gaps

(Experiment 3) for one goal than another, they inferred the agent’s relative preference

from observing its willingness to incur higher cost for one of these goals. Our reported

interpretation of this finding is that infants analyze the physical cost of actions by

representing an agent as a physical body and computing the integral of the force this

body exerts over a path. This general definition of action cost as physical work (or

alternatively, psychological exertion; see Open Question 1) could allow infants to flexibly

apply this analysis to any physical action the agent takes, regardless of whether the

agent moves over barriers, up ramps, or across gaps. But another interpretation for

these findings is that infants are ready to tune into specific path features in each of the
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situations across Experiments 1-3, but do not have a representation of cost that abstracts

away from them2. Thus, the claim that infants have this general notion of action cost

should be tested further.

Figure 5.4: Sketch of experiment testing whether infants represent the cost of actions across

two different physical situations (in this example, actions over barriers and up ramps).

To test whether infants conceive of a jump over a barrier, a leap across a gap, and

a climb up a ramp as actions that all share an abstract notion of difficulty, we can ask

whether infants can generalize judgments of cost across these different situations. See

Figure 5.4. First, infants could be familiarized with the same events as Paper 2: Infants

2The studies proposed under this research plan could also be adapted to test older children and adults.
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see, for example, an agent jump higher barriers for one goal (in Figure 5.4, the square)

than a second goal (the triangle). Then, infants see an additional familiarization event,

where the agent climbs a medium ramp, but refuses to climb a steep ramp to reach the

less valued goal (the triangle). Finally, infants are tested on events where the agent

accepts or refuses a low ramp for the more highly valued goal (Figure 5.4B). The logic of

this study is as follows: If the agent places greater reward over reaching the square than

the triangle, and was willing to climb a medium ramp for the triangle, then it will surely

climb an even smaller ramp for the square, because it was willing to do something even

costlier for the goal it prefers less. If infants represent a general notion of action cost,

and a general notion of utility defined over this cost, then the prediction is that they will

look longer, at test, when the agent declines (versus accepts) the easy action towards the

more preferred goal. If, on the other hand, they cannot relate the cost of jumping over

a barrier to the cost of sliding up a ramp, then they should have no basis for predicting

what the agent will do at test, because they have never observed the agent move up a

ramp towards this object.

If this first experiment is successful, then we can go on to test for generalization

across the 3 physical obstacles from Paper 2. Together with the work proposed in Open

Question 1, this line of research allows us to test whether our intuitive psychology

includes a general representation of physical cost, and sheds light on the nature of this

representation in infancy. As adults, our sense of negative utility extends even further,

to the cost of mental acts like thinking and decision-making, and to delay, danger, and

risk. It is possible that this general sense of cost has roots our earliest conceptions of

other people as rational agents.
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5.4 Open Question 3: What is the nature of infants’

causal representations?

5.4.1 Interventionist representations of goal-directed action at

3 months

The work in this thesis suggests that infants see other people as causal agents at 3

months, because infants in Paper 3 only applied expectations for efficiency to actions

that were spatiotemporally continuous with an object’s change of state. Nevertheless,

the nature of 3-month-olds’ causal representations is left open by this work. Are infants

only able to represent other people’s goals if their actions generate state changes in

objects? Do they represent people’s actions as necessary and sufficient for producing

these changes?

Paper 3 provides only suggestive answers to these questions. The richest

interpretation of our results is that 3-month-olds represent the actions of others as

difference-making interventions on the world, and respond robustly to actions that

strongly convey this impression. In our experiments, these conspicuously causal actions

involved a simple contact event where a hand touches an object, followed immediately

by a change in the object’s state. Infants may have reasoned that the object only

illuminated because the hand touched it, and if the hand hadn’t touched it, the object

wouldn’t have changed state. Infants receive some evidence for this interpretation from

the two state changes for each action: The object lights up when the person touches it,

and returns to its initial state when the person removes her hand, which could suggest
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to infants that the hand touching the object is both necessary and sufficient for its

state change. However, a much leaner interpretation is also consistent with our findings.

Infants could use spatiotemporal continuity as a cue for identifying causal events, and

pick up on this cue more strongly during state change events than during pickup events,

without understanding anything more deeply about how actions generate changes over

physical states of the world.

Do infants representing object-directed reaching in terms of interventionist causation,

and is their understanding of people’s goals restricted to goals that change the physical

state of the world? To test for infants’ understanding of the counterfactual causal effects

of action, we can run experiments that provide a second explanation for the state change,

and ask whether this alternative cause “explains away” (Pearl, 2000) the causal link

between the person’s reach and its effect on the object. For example, we can repeat the

experiments from Paper 3 and provide evidence that a second agent caused the object

to change state. During habituation, infants could observe, for example, that a hand

from offscreen contacts the toy periodically, causing it to light up. Then, the main actor

reaches over the barrier, and happens to contact the object at the same time as the

hand, which results in the object lighting up. As adults, we would get the impression

that the person’s action was not necessary or sufficient to generate the state change, and

children share these intuitions during causal reasoning tasks with the same structure

(Sobel et al., 2004). At test, the barrier disappears, and the person then performs

the same curved reach she did before, or a direct and efficient reach, under the same

conditions as habituation. If infants need to encode that the main actor’s hand caused

the object to change state in order to see that action as goal-directed, then they should

hold no expectations for the efficiency of the main actor’s reach in this experiment.
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If, on the other hand, infants still see this reach as goal-directed (e.g. under the goal

of coordinating action with another agent), then they will continue to expect it to be

efficient.

To further test whether infants restrict their understanding of goals to actions that

intervene on the physical world, we can run experiments that reverse the causal relation

between the state change and the person’s action. In this second study, instead of the

person’s reach that causes a change in the state of the object, the object lights up first,

the person looks in interest at this event, and then reaches over the barrier and explores

the object (the object stays illuminated when this happens). As adults, we would get the

impression that the state change gave the person a reason to act, and that the person’s

action did not cause the state change. Then, at test, the barrier disappears, and the

person explores the object as before, reaching efficiently or inefficiently towards it. If

infants can only ascribe goals to agents when they causally intervene on the physical

world, then they should not hold expectations for the efficiency of this action. If, on the

other hand, infants have a broader notion of goal-directed action, including actions that

can be motivated by changes in the world, then they should still see the person’s reach

as intentional and costly, and subsequently look longer at the inefficient action.

While the findings from the non-causal condition in Paper 3, featuring the

spatiotemporal gap, suggest that infants take spatiotemporal continuity as evidence

for causal agency, I believe that these further studies can clarify whether infants use

spatiotemporal continuity as a perceptual cue to identify causal actions, or whether

they have a deeper understanding of the spatial and temporal relations between

causes and effects: Causal events often involve spatiotemporal continuity, but not all

spatiotemporally continuous events are causal. Furthermore, these studies can reveal
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infants’ understanding of the causal relations between agents and the physical world:

People often act in order to make things happen, but changes in the world can also

motivate people to act.

5.4.2 Physical and agentic causes

Michotte (1963) proposed that all causal representations are rooted in our understanding

of physical events like launching and entertainment. One tempting interpretation of

Paper 3 is that its findings refute Michotte, because infants become sensitive to causal

relations in the context of agents’ actions 3 months earlier than they demonstrate a

causal understanding for interactions between inanimate objects. (Previous findings

suggest that prior to 6 months of age, infants fail tests of causal perception that older

infants pass; Bélanger & Desrochers, 2001, Cohen & Amsel, 1998, Desrochers, 1999).

Because the experiments in Paper 3 differ in many ways from the experiments that test

for physical causation, I think this interpretation is premature, but testable with future

work. For example, we can borrow methods from past work on causal perception in

infants (Muentener & Carey, 2010), and repeat these experiments in 3-month-olds to

ask whether infants at this age are indeed sensitive to contact relations in causal events

featuring intentional agents, prior to being sensitive to contact relations in causal events

involving physical objects.

In Muentener and Carey (2010), 8-month-old infants saw a potential causal agent

(a hand, or a train) move behind a screen, after which a partially visible second object

began moving, or changed state. The question was whether infants inferred that the

agent must have contacted the patient in order to change its motion or state. To test
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this question, infants saw events where the screen was removed, and the agent moved

towards and contacted the object or stopped short of contacting the object, after which

the effect (state change, launching) occurred or failed to occur. Regardless of whether

8-month-olds saw an intentional agent (a hand) or a physical agent (a train), they were

surprised when the effect occurred in the absence of contact, and when the effect did not

occur in the presence of contact. These findings suggest that infants expect agents to

cause changes in objects on contact, and apply this expectation to both animate agents

like hands and inanimate agents like trains. The methods from Muentener and Carey

(2010) allow us to make the same direct comparison in 3-month-old infants, and to

test whether they are sensitive to the contact relations between intentional agents and

patients, but not such relations between physical agents and patients. If so, then infants

should look longer when a hand contacts (versus stops short of contacting) an object

that changes state, but look equally to similar events where a train contacts (versus

stops short of contacting) an object that starts moving.

If infants are tuned into the causal relations between agents and the physical world

before they represent causal relations in purely physical contexts, these findings would

suggest quite a different hypothesis about the origins of our causal concepts from Michotte

(1963). While Michotte proposed that infants’ sense of causal relations originate in

perceptual input analyzers that form ‘causal impressions’ over the interactions of physical

objects, this future work could reveal that these causal concepts are instead rooted

in representations of intentional agents3 that change the physical world through their

3Paper 3 suggests the infant herself does not need to serve as this intentional agent: 3-month-old

infants do not need to be capable of reaching to see these same actions, when performed by other people,

as costly, causal, and intentional.
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actions. This understanding could stand separately from infants’ later-developing causal

understanding in physical situations, or support the development of this understanding.

Human adults clearly make use of this interventionist notion of causation in our scientific

thinking (intervening on a variable, and measuring its effect), metaphor (the moon

pulling the tides), and in our more mature understanding of desire and action (to want

something is to hold in mind a state of the world, and to pursue that desire is to act so

as to make that state real). Perhaps this interventionist notion of causation comes from

our earliest understanding of people as causal agents.

5.5 Conclusion

In this thesis, I argue that infants are equipped with an early-emerging, abstract, and

coherent mentalistic theory of action. This system conceives other people as physical

bodies with mental states, who circumvent obstacles, weigh the cost of acting against

the rewards that these actions bring, and act in order to realize new states of the world.

Infants make use of this knowledge to look beyond people’s actions to make inferences

about why they acted, and to form expectations about what they will do next. In

this chapter, I raised three questions left open by this work, and proposed future work

investigating infants’ understanding of agents as physical bodies and catalysts of change,

and action cost as a general, abstract concept. While we are far from a formal and

explicit account of social intelligence at any age, this problem is tractable with the

current tools and methods of cognitive science. The journey is long, but we are getting

closer.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

6.1 Chapter 2: Supplemental Analyses

6.1.1 Hypothesis-driven analysis of proportion looking to high

test actions

Study 1

Infants looked longer to the high test actions (M=0.562, SD=0.098) than expected by

chance, t(19)=2.849, 95% CI [0.516, 0.607], d=0.90, p=.010, two-tailed, one-sample

t-test against µ=0.5.
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Study 2

Infants did not look longer to the high test actions than expected by chance (M=0.495,

SD=0.127), t(19)=-0.184, 95% CI [0.436, 0.554], d=0.06, p=.856, two-tailed, one-sample

t-test against µ=0.5.

Study 3

Infants looked longer to the high test actions than expected by chance (M=0.526,

SD=0.052) t(19)=2.267, 95% CI [0.502, 0.551], d=0.72, p=.035, two-tailed, one-sample

t-test against µ=0.5.

6.1.2 Hypothesis-driven analysis of non-parametric raw looking

time

Study 1

Infants looked longer to the high test actions (M=16.24 seconds, SD=12.54) relative to

the low (M=11.35 seconds, SD=7.41), 95% CI [0.970, 6.560], V=177, p=.006, two-tailed,

Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Study 2

Infants did not look longer to the high test actions (M=11.21 seconds, SD=6.04)

relative to the low (M=12.76 seconds, SD=8.37), 95% CI [-5.417, 2.932], V=93, p=.952,

two-tailed, Wilcoxon signed rank test.
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Study 3

Infants looked longer to the high test actions (M=12.54 seconds, SD=5.01) relative to

the low (M=10.20 seconds, SD=3.56), 95% CI [0.317, 3.615], V=166, p=.021, two-tailed,

Wilcoxon signed rank test.

6.1.3 Comparing attention across Experiments 1–3

Attention during habituation

To determine whether attention during habituation differed across the 3 experiments,

a linear model was fit to the summed raw habituation times using experiment (1,

2, or 3) as a predictor, and then passed onto pairwise comparisons using Tukey

confidence adjustment. This analysis revealed no pairwise differences across Experiment

1 (M=247.89 seconds, SD=85.92), Experiment 2 (M=263.10 seconds, SD=106.60),

and Experiment 3 (M=280.26 seconds, SD=90.26), with all 95% confidence intervals

containing 0, adjusted p-values¿.400, two-tailed, indicating that attention during

habituation did not differ across experiments.

Attention during test

To determine whether overall attention during test differed across the 3 experiments,

a mixed effects model was fit to looks during test including experiment (1, 2, or 3)

as a fixed effect and subject identity as a random intercept, and the outputs passed

onto pairwise comparisons using Tukey confidence adjustment. This analysis revealed

no strong pairwise differences across Experiment 1 (M=13.80 seconds, SD=10.46),
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Experiment 2 (M=11.99 seconds, SD=7.25), and Experiment 3 (M=11.37 seconds,

SD=4.45) with all 95% CIs containing 0, adjusted ps¿.500, two-tailed, indicating that

overall attention during test did not differ across the 3 experiments.

6.2 Chapter 3: Supplemental Materials

6.2.1 Materials and Methods

Experiment 1

Methods

Participants Our final sample included 24 healthy, full-term infants (15 female,

Mage=9.95m, range=9.43-10.53). Eight more infants were tested, excluded, and

replaced (1 for fussiness that prevented study completion, 1 for technical failure, 5

for inattentiveness during test events, and 1 for experimental error). Sample size and

exclusion criteria were fixed prior to the start of data collection, and decisions concerning

exclusions were made by researchers unaware of the order of the test events viewed by the

infant (and therefore blind to the data that the infant provided). All participants were

recruited from the greater Boston area and tested at the Laboratory for Developmental

Studies at Harvard University with parental informed consent. Families received a small

thank-you gift (e.g. a t-shirt or toy) for participating. All study protocols were approved

by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University.
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Materials and Design All animated events were created in Blender (Foundation,

2016), synchronized with a custom audio track in iMovie, and presented using Keynote

on a 101.6cm by 132.1cm LCD projector screen. Two speakers flanking the screen played

all stimuli-related sounds. Infants’ looking time data were coded online using Xhab64

(Pinto, 1995) software and offline using jHab (Casstevens, 2007).

The experiment consisted of 3 pairs of familiarization trials, 1 pre-test trial, and 2

pairs of test trials. All familiarization (Movie S1) and test trials (Movie S2) began with

an attention-getting animation and sound (3.0s), followed by looped sequences of events.

Familiarization sequences consisted of 4 videos (8s or 8.9s; see below) and test sequences

consisted of a single video (5.2s), each played on a loop with black screens (0.5s)

interspersed between the events. Events featured three agents with eyes and a smiling

mouth: a central red spherical agent, and two target agents (a cone and cylinder). All

familiarization events featured the agent paired with one of the two targets at a time; all

test events featured both targets together. The timing of all actions was held constant

within familiarization and test blocks. The location of the targets was constant across

participants, and the identity of the higher value target was counterbalanced across

participants.

During familiarization (Movie S1), the agent responded to the call of one of the

targets by accepting or refusing to jump over a small (1 units tall), medium (6 units), or

large (10 units) barrier that fell with a thud between the agent and target. In events

where the agent accepted the cost (8.9s), it looked up at the barrier, made a positive

“Mmmm!” sound, and leapt over it to reach the target. The agent always acted efficiently

(Gergely et al., 1995) adapting the height of its jump to the height of the barrier; all

jumps were accompanied with a popping sound. In events in which the agent refused the
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cost (8.0s), it looked up at the barrier, made a mildly negative “Hmmmm. . . ” sound, and

backed away, returning to the center of the screen. Each block of familiarization events

consisted of 4 videos, wherein the agent accepted a small cost and refused a medium

cost for one target, and accepted a medium cost and refused a large cost for the other

target. (For convenience, we describe events where the agent does not take a costly

action as “refusing” or “declining” to take an action, which is how these events appear

to adults. But for the purposes of our hypothesis about infants’ action understanding,

and for our computational model, what matters in these cases is only that the agent is

presented with a costly action, considers it and does not take it.) Each familiarization

trial consisted of looped blocks either in the above order (small, medium, medium, large)

or the opposite order. Across the 6 familiarization trials, both orders were presented

3 times in an ABABAB pattern. The identity of the higher value target and the first

familiarization block were counterbalanced across participants.

A single non-looped pre-test event following familiarization featured a still image of

the two targets without the agent. During test (Movie S4), the agent reappeared, rotated

left then right while saying “Hmmm. . . ”, and then approached one of the targets: either

the higher- or lower value agent. The same sound accompanied each approach. Across

2 pairs of test trials presented in alternation, the agent approached the Triangle target

twice and the Square target twice. The first test trial (higher- or lower value approach)

was counterbalanced across participants.

Procedure Infants were seated on their caregivers’ laps approximately 1.5m away

from the screen. Caregivers were instructed to keep their eyes closed and to refrain

from interacting with their infants throughout the experiment, and were monitored for
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compliance.

After calibrating infants to the screen using a toy, the researcher began the

experiment. The researcher had access to a video feed of the infants’ faces, a computer

screen indicating the current trial, and a third screen indicating when to conclude a

trial. The researcher ran the experiment and coded looking time online while unaware

of the order of events (and therefore unaware of the infant’s differential reactions to the

displays), but could determine the start of each trial as well as the timing of actions (e.g.

when the central agent approached one of the two targets) based on auditory cues.

Across both the familiarization and test phases of the experiment, the researcher

began coding a trial immediately following the attention getter, and concluded the trial

once the infant had attended to the screen for 60s cumulatively or looked away for 2s

consecutively. During pre-test, the researcher waited until the infant looked towards each

target agent at least once, and then began the test trials. These criteria were fixed prior

to the start of data collection.

Coding and analysis Videos of all test sessions were coded offline by observers

who were unaware of the order of events that infants viewed, using the same thresholds as

online coding, and reviewed for predetermined exclusion criteria (fussiness that prevented

study completion, online coding error, experimenter error, technical failure, and parental

interference). Further, if infants were determined to have missed a critical part of the

test trial (i.e., looked away for the entirety of the approach at test), then that test pair

was marked and excluded from subsequent analyses. If infants missed a critical portion

of both test pairs, then they were dropped from the sample and replaced. To assess the

reliability of the offline-coded data, 100% of the test trials were recoded independently
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by an additional researcher who was unaware of test pair order. The two coders agreed

on trial cutoffs for 95% of the test trials, and the intraclass correlation (ICC) between

the two raters was 0.994, 95% CI [0.991, 0.996]. Thus, the primary offline coding data

were used in our analyses.

The primary dependent measure was log-transformed looking time (Csibra et al.,

2016) but plots and descriptive statistics feature raw values for ease of interpretation.

All models were fit in R (Team, 2015). Linear mixed models were fit using the lme4

package (Bates et al., 2015). Detection of influential observations was conducted using

the influence.ME package (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012). Plots were produced using the

ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009). To explicitly take into account repeated measures,

all mixed models included participant identity as a random intercept. Three classes of

models were fit: (1) null models, featuring participant identity as the only predictor,

(2) hypothesis-driven models, which included additional manipulated factor(s), and

(3) exploratory models, which included additional non-hypothesis driven factors. We

leveraged likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) and the Aikake Information Crtierion (AIC) to

evaluate model fit and parsimony. All degrees of freedom from mixed effects models were

calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation method. Bracketed values indicate

95% confidence intervals.

We predicted that if infants can infer value from effort and use this information to

predict the agents’ subsequent actions, then they will differentiate between the more

probable outcome (when the agent chooses the higher value goal) and the less probable

one (when the agent chooses the lower value goal) by showing a looking preference in

either direction.
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Results

Hypothesis-driven Results A model with the single predictor of test trial

(higher- or lower value) revealed that infants looked longer at the lower value action

(M=28.41s, SD=14.85) than the higher value action (M=21.79s, SD=12.29), B=0.327,

SE=0.130, β=0.502, t(24)=2.523, p=.019, [0.062, 0.591]. This model outperformed a

null model by a LRT, X2(1)=5.648, p=.017. A leverage analysis using Cook’s Distance

revealed 1 influential observation in this model. Removal of this case produced an

inferentially equivalent result, B=0.263, SE=0.119, β=0.454, t(23)=2.221, p=.037,

[0.021, 0.506]. Exploratory Results. A first exploratory analysis tested for an effect of

test pair order by including an interactive effect between test trial presentation order and

trial type. Infants discriminated between the test events to a similar degree regardless

of whether they were assigned to watch the lower- or higher value event first, B=0.212,

SE=0.255, β=0.325, t(24)=0.829, p=0.415, [-0.310, 0.733]. Removing one influential case

produced an inferentially equivalent result, B=0.354, SE=0.226, β=0.610, t(23)=1.569,

p=0.130, [-0.107, 0.816]. A second model was fit with the additive effects of test pair order

and test trial type, summed looking time during familiarization, sex, the identity of the

higher value character, and the order of the first block of familiarization. Infants’ looking

preferences were not predicted by any of the exploratory factors, with all CIs containing

0, ps¿0.1. Removal of one influential case produced inferentially equivalent results. The

best model out of the above 4 was the hypothesis-driven model (AIC=92.500).

Experiment 2

Methods
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Participants Our final sample included 24 healthy, full-term infants (15 female,

Mage=9.88m, range=9.47-10.43). Ten more infants were tested, excluded, and replaced

(1 for fussiness that prevented study completion, 1 for technical failure, 2 for online

coding errors, 2 for parental interference, and 4 for inattentiveness during test events).

Materials, design, and procedure All materials, design, and procedure were

identical to those from Exp. 1 except that during familiarization (Movie S2), each target

appeared at the top of a ramp and the agent either refused or accepted to climb the

ramp to reach it. To manipulate action cost while controlling for path length, the angle

of the ramps varied (11.51◦, 39.26◦, and 64.09◦) such that the agent began 10 Blender

units away from the top of the ramp. When the agent accepted the cost (6.8s), the agent

moved up the ramp once, slid back down, and then moved all the way up to the target.

When the agent refused the cost (5.5s), the agent moved up the ramp once, slid back

down, and then turned away from the target, back towards the center for the screen.

Coding and analysis All coding and analysis procedures were identical to those

from Exp. 1. To assess the reliability of the offline-coded data, 100% of the test events

were recoded independently by an additional researcher who was unaware of test pair

order. The two coders agreed on trial cutoffs for 98% of the test trials, and the intraclass

correlation (ICC) between the two raters was 0.978, 95% CI [0.967, 0.985]. Thus, the

primary offline coding data were used in our analyses. Because of our strong directional

prediction, all reported p-values in hypothesis-driven results in Exp. 2 are one-tailed.

All other reported p-values are two-tailed.
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Results

Hypothesis-driven Results As in Exp. 1, infants looked longer at the

lower value action (M=30.84, SD=13.79) than the higher value action (M=27.05s,

SD=17.55), B=0.250, SE=0.109, β=0.408, t(24)=2.294, p=.015, [0.028, 0.472]. This

model outperformed a null model by LRT, X2(1)=4.760, p=.029. No influential cases

were detected. Exploratory Results. An exploratory model testing explicitly for

presentation order revealed that infants differentiated between the test events differently

depending on whether they were assigned to watch the lower value versus the higher

value approach first, B=0.521, SE=0.190, β=0.851, t(24)=2.741, p=.011, [0.133, 0.909].

No influential cases were detected. which revealed that whereas infants who saw the lower

value test event first looked longer at the lower value (M=28.70s, SD=11.12) versus

higher value (M=20.01s, SD=14.83) test trials, B=0.511, SE=0.134, t(24)=3.797,

p=.001, [0.233, 0.788], infants who saw the higher value choice did not differentiate

between the lower- (M=32.97s, SD=15.39) and higher value test events (M=34.08,

SD=17.78), B=-0.011, SE=0.134, t(24)=0.079, p=.938, [-0.288, 0.267]. An additional

model testing for effects of summed attention during test, sex, the identity of the higher

value target, and the first familiarization loop revealed that no further effects other than

one of first familiarization loop, where infants assigned to watch a sequence of low to

high cost first looked longer overall at test, B=0.440, SE=0.185, β=0.851, t(24)=2.374,

p=.023, [0.062, 0.819]. Removal of 3 influential observations from this model yielded

inferentially equivalent results. The best model of the four reported was the simpler

exploratory model with the single interactive effect (AIC=78.219).
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Experiment 3

Methods

Participants Our final sample included 32 healthy, full-term infants (15 female,

Mage=10.03m, range=9.57-10.50). Six more infants were tested, excluded, and replaced

(1 for fussiness that prevented study completion, 3 for online coding errors, 1 for parental

interference, and 1 for inattentiveness during test events). Sample size was determined

from a simulation power analysis over data from Exp 1-2. The design, procedure,

and analyses of this experiment were pre-registered via the Open Science Framework

(https://osf.io/k7yjt/).

Materials, design, and procedure All materials, design, and procedure were

identical to those from Exp. 1-2 except as follows. During familiarization (Movie S3),

each target appeared at the far end of a trench (15 units deep), and the agent either

accepted this cost by jumping across it or refused to jump. To manipulate action cost

while controlling for movement against gravity, the width of the trench varied (5, 10, and

15 units) such that the agent began 13, 18, or 23 units away from the target. When the

agent accepted the cost (8.4s for the small cost, 9.3s for the medium), the agent looked

down at the bottom of the trench, looked at its target, and backed up and leapt across

the trench. When the agent refused the cost (7.2s), it looked down at the bottom of the

trench, looked at its target, and backed up the turned away, back towards the center

for the screen. The agent backed away a longer distance and accelerated more when

accepting the medium versus the small cost. During test (Movie S5), infants saw the

same choice events as in Exp. 1-2, but the events took place on a platform at the same
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height used for familiarization. Prior to familiariazation, infants watched an additional

video (Movie S6) , in which a ball rolled across the platform and off the small, medium,

and wide trench (5.8s, 5.7s, and 5.0s), identical in width and depth to those during

familiarization and situated at the center of the screen. During each segment of the

video, the ball traveled in a parabolic trajectory after it rolled off the edge and shattered

against the far wall of the trench. The location of impact depended on the width of the

trench, such that the ball shattered at a lower point on the far wall for wider trenches.

The side of the screen that the ball emerged from (left vs. right) was consistent across

all videos within participants and was counterbalanced across participants.

Coding and analysis All coding and analysis procedures were identical to those

from Exp. 1-2. To assess the reliability of the offline-coded data, 100% of the test

events were recoded independently by an additional researcher who was unaware of test

pair order. The two coders agreed on trial cutoffs for 96% of the test trials, and the

intraclass correlation (ICC) between the two raters was 0.995, 95% CI [0.993, 0.996].

Thus, the primary offline coding data were used in our analyses. All reported p-values

in hypothesis-driven results in Exp. 3 are one-tailed. All other reported p-values are

two-tailed.

Results

Hypothesis-driven Results As in Exp. 1-2, infants looked longer at the

lower value action (M=23.05s, SD=13.58) than the higher value action (M=17.47,

SD=10.69), B=0.260, SE=0.119, β=0.403, t(32)=2.185, p=.018, [0.020, 0.501].
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This model outperformed a null model by LRT, X2(1)=4.452, p=.035. Removal of

1 influential case produced an inferentially equivalent result, B=0.286, SE=0.120,

β=0.466, t(31)=2.379, p=.011, [0.043, 0.529].

Exploratory Results An exploratory model testing explicitly for presentation

order revealed that like in Exp. 2, infants differentiated between the test events

differently depending on whether they were assigned to watch the lower value versus

the higher value approach first, B=0.770, SE=0.195, β=1.194, t(32)=3.941, p <.001,

[0.357, 1.165]. We detected 1 influential observation in this model and removed it from

subsequent pairwise comparisons, which revealed that whereas infants who saw the

lower value test event first looked longer at the lower value (M=27.95s, SD=14.11)

versus higher value (M=15.05s, SD=9.06) test trials, B=0.645, SE=0.117, t(31)=5.519,

p <.001, [0.407, 0.883], infants who saw the higher value choice showed a weak preference

for the higher-value (M=20.62, SD=11.93) relative to the lower-value (M=16.56s,

SD=9.84) test events, B=-0.236, SE=0.121, t(31)=-1.959, p=0.059, [-0.483, 0.010]. An

additional model testing for effects of summed attention during test, sex, the identity

of the higher value target, and the first familiarization loop revealed that no further

effects other than one of total attention in seconds during familiarization, where infants

who were more attentive during familiarization looked marginally longer overall at test,

B=0.002, SE=0.001, β=0.261, t(32)=1.948, p=.060, [0.000, 0.005]. Removal of two

influential cases from this model yielded an inferentially equivalent result, and revealed

an additional finding that infants randomly assigned to conditions where the higher

value target was on the right looked longer overall at test, B=0.368, SE=0.149, β=0.610

t(30)=2.464, p=.020, [0.066, 0.670] The best model of the four reported was the simpler
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exploratory model with the single interactive effect (AIC=114.24).

Results Across Exp 1-3 As reported in the main text, across all experiments,

infants looked longer at the lower value action (M=26.99s, SD=14.13) than the higher

value action (M=21.64s, SD=13.94), B=0.277, SE=0.070, β=0.424, t(80)=3.975,

p <.001, one-tailed, [0.139, 0.415], mixed effects model with random intercepts for

participant and experiment. Removal of one influential case produced an inferentially

equivalent result, B=0.258, SE=0.068, β=0.406, t(79)=3.799, p <.001, one-tailed, [0.123,

0.393]. To test explicitly for differences in responses to test events across experiments,

an additional model with an interactive effect between experiment and test event was fit

and revealed no differences in looking preference across experiments, and removal of one

influential observation produced an inferentially equivalent result.

Two further models tested explicitly for the effect of presentation order on attention

to the lower- vs. higher value test events, and additional predictors of summed attention

during test, sex, the identity of the higher value target, and the first familiarization

loop. These models revealed a robust effect of presentation order, B=0.528, SE=0.126,

β=0.808, t(80)=4.179, p <.001, [0.277, 0.778], and for an effect of attention during

familiarization, B=0.002, SE=0.001, β=0.209, t(79.65)=2.221, p=.030, [0.000, 0.006].

mixed effects model with random intercepts for participant and experiment. Removal of

influential cases produced inferentially equivalent results. A comparison of model fit and

parsimony revealed that the model including the single interactive effect provided the

best description of the data (AIC=280.90).

Fifty out of the 79 infants who demonstrated a preference in either direction

(63.29%; 1 infant in Experiment 2 looked for 60 seconds on all test trials) looked longer
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on average at the lower value test events, p=.033, 95% CI [0.510, 0.731], exact binomial

test. The proportion of infants who looked in the predicted direction did not differ across

Experiments 1 (17/24, 70.83%), Experiment 2 (14/23, 60.87%), and Experiment 16

(19/32, 59.38%), X2(2)=1.022, p=.600. See Figure S3. Further non-parametric analyses

on raw looking times in seconds supported the finding that infants looked longer at the

lower value test events across all experiments, [2.165, 8.185], V=2241, p=.001, Wilcoxon

signed rank test, and [0.720, 8.235], bootstrapped median difference in looking times

across test events with 10,000 samples.

To compare attention during familiarization across the experiments, we fit a

linear model including summed looking time in seconds as the dependent variable

and experiment (1, 2, or 3) as a predictor. We found that infants looked longer

during familiarization in Exp. 1 (M=261.96s, SD=61.29) than in Exp. 2 (M=216.50,

SD=63.49), B=45.47, SE=19.22, β=0.653, t(77)=2.366, p=.021, [7.196, 83.74], and in

Exp. 3 (M=209.70, SD=72.33), B=52.26, SE=17.98, β=0.751, t(77)=2.907, p=.005,

[16.460, 88.056]. See Figure 6.2.

6.2.2 Computational Modeling Details

We constructed several alternative models for predicting the actions of a central red

agent, given previous stimuli showing its behavior. We evaluated the models both as

accounts of our present three experiments testing infants’ ability to integrate costs

and rewards in action understanding, and as accounts of five previous experiments

that tested infants’ abilities to make inferences about rewards (Woodward, 1998) or

costs (Gergely et al., 1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017) individually. As our main proposed
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Figure 6.1: Looking times averaged across two test pairs towards the lower value and higher

value test event from all participants in Experiments 1-3.

model, we constructed a probabilistic program for inferring rewards over possible goals

through a Bayesian computation, based on the Näıve Utility Calculus (NUC) and inverse

planning. The cost-function of this model was either based on distance (NUC-distance),

or physical effort through the application of force (NUC-force). We next constructed

three alternative models that were lesions of various aspects of this model. Only one of

our two NUC models (NUC Force; Fig. 6.3B) accounts for all of these findings, including

Experiment 2 in which infants saw the agent cover the same total distance at the same

speed but on trajectories requiring different amounts of physical effort due to the force of

gravity. In contrast, two models that do not integrate costs and rewards (Costs Only, Fig.

6.3E and Rewards Only, Fig. 6.3F), as well as two integrative but simpler models using

only perceptual cues for value (Counts, Fig. 6.3D) or distance-based representations of
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Figure 6.2: Total looking time in seconds during familiarization across Exp 1-3. Boxes indicate

middle quartiles, vertical lines indicate points within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the

25th and 75th percentiles, and horizontal lines indicate medians. Means and 95% confidence

intervals are plotted in white.

cost (NUC Distance, Fig. 6.3C) instead of abstract effort-reward tradeoffs, account for

just a subset of this body of empirical findings.

The eight experiments shown in Fig. 6.3 only begin to test the explanatory scope

of our computational framework. This approach naturally extends to explain other

findings (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), including infants’ rational imitation of other

agents’ goal-directed actions (Gergely et al., 2002; Meltzoff, 1995), understanding of the

transitivity of agents’ preferences (Mou et al., 2014), inferences of agents’ preferences

from their nonrandom selections of objects (Kushnir et al., 2010), and inferences about

the existence and location of an occluded object from the cost of an agent’s action
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(Csibra et al., 2003).

In the rest of this section we describe the full NUC model, then the alternative

proposals. We then compare the predictions of the different models to the empirical

results of eight different experiments with young children that all relate to reasoning

about cost, reward and efficient behavior.

Figure 6.3: Comparison of model predictions (B-F) to the empirical results (A) of Experiments

1-3 in this paper, as well as additional experiments on infants’ sensitivity to costs and rewards

(Gergely et al., 1995; Liu & Spelke, 2017; Woodward, 1998). Model estimates were generated

from 5,000 MH samples with a 10-step interval and burn-in of 1,000. Error bars indicate 95%

CIs (model estimates) and standard errors (where available from empirical findings). Check

marks and crosses respectively indicate consistency or inconsistency with empirical findings.

Decision-making framework

Following the logic of “Bayesian Theory of Mind” (Baker et al., 2009; Hamlin et al.,

2013; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Jern & Kemp, 2015), the primary model assumes

agents have a planning procedure for generating actions that maximize their utility or

expected utility, and that agents then use observed actions to invert this procedure to

reason about the utilities and constraints of the planning agents. Following a standard

decision-making framework for rational planning (e.g. Jern & Kemp, 2015) we assume

that a rational planning agent:
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1. Divides the world into possible states S, such that for each state s ∈ S there exists

a set of possible actions As.

2. Has access to a transition function T such that:

T (S,As)→ P (S ′) (6.1)

where P (S ′) is the probability distribution over the states of the worlds S ′ that can

result from taking action As in state S.

3. Has a utility function U such that:

U(A, S) = Reward(S)–Cost(A) (6.2)

where Reward and Cost are functions that map from states and actions to real

numbers. This separation of the utility into independent components follows recent

work by Jara-Ettinger et al. (2016), who showed that both components can be

separate targets of inference, and used as explanatory variables by young children

across different scenarios.

4. Is guided by a decision-function D(S,As) → P (A) that selects a given action in a

state, in order to maximize the expected utility U . For our simple scenarios, we

assume a soft-max decision function (Sutton & Barto, 1998):

P (As = a|U, S = s) =
exp(βU(a, T (s, a)))∑
j exp(βU(a, T (s, a)))

(6.3)

where β is a noise-parameter (inverse-temperature) adjusting the agent’s

determinism. As β → 0 , the agent will behave in a more random fashion. As
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β →∞, the agent will tend to use greedy action selection. Intermediate values of

β (around 1) approximate probability matching behavior. Thus, we place an equal

prior probability on β taking one of two values, β = 3 (representing a near-optimal

rational agent) and β = 0 (representing a random, non-rational agent). The exact

value of the parameter for a rational agent is not important for the qualitative

pattern of results discussed in the following sections.

The Specific Decision-making Environment

States In our studies infants saw the agent making a single choice between staying

put and moving towards one of two possible goal agents. The full set of possible states

in Experiments 1-3 are s ∈ {Start, TargetA, TargetB}, where Targeti can be the Square

or Triangle goal agent. Not all states are available in every situation, depending on the

stimuli (for example, if the stimuli shows the decision making agent near a ramp with

the Square goal agent at the top, the sub-set of states for this environment does not

include reaching the Triangle goal agent).

Actions In Experiment 1 the actions in any situation were a subset of Nothing,

Left, Right, Jump tall, Jump medium, Jump short.

In Experiment 2 the actions were a subset of Nothing, Left,Right, Climb steep,

Climb moderate, Climb shallow.

In Experiment 3 the actions were a subset of Nothing, Left, Right, Jump wide,

Jump medium, Jump narrow.

The set of possible actions and states was similarly altered for the other 5
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experiments we considered, that were not part of the current study.

Cost functions We do not know the specific cost that infants believe the agent

incurs for jumping over the barriers or climbing the inclines, but we assume that the

cost for jumping/climbing is greater than staying put, and that cost generally scales

with distance. There are at least two potential models for how to take this distance into

account when calculating cost. The first model (NUC-distance) ignores physical forces

and effort, and uses only total distance traveled between states as the input to the cost

function:

Distancecost(S1 → S2) ∝
∫
C

a · ds (6.4)

where C is the trajectory from S1 to S2, and a is some constant factor. We

considered each Blender unit of distance to be one unit of cost for the model.

The second model (Force) considers the physical work required to get from one state

to the next. Specifically, we consider the work done in the presence of a conservative

force field (gravity):

Workcost(S1 → S2) =

∫
C

F · ds =

t2∫
t1

F · dt (6.5)

For Experiments 1 and 2, we considered the force of over-coming friction as well as

gravity, meaning F = fg · cos(α) + g · sin(α), where α is the angle opposite the vertical

part of the incline, and f is the friction coefficient. The mass (m) was set arbitrarily to 1

and so does not appear. Without the friction component the non-accelerated movement
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of an agent on a non-inclined plane is effortless. We set the friction coefficient arbitrarily

to f = 0.5, similar to wood sliding on wood or metal sliding on wood, though we note

that the exact choice of f in the range 0 to 1 does not affect the qualitative results. For

experiment 3 we considered in addition the impulse forces that accelerate and decelerate

the agent. This instantaneous change in velocity can be related to the work done as a

change in kinetic energy, meaning W = ∆Ek = 1/2(V 2
1 − V 2

2 ), where V 1 and V 2 are the

velocities before and after the application of the impulse. Both models would predict

similar cost differences for Experiments 1 and 3, but they would diverge with regards to

Experiment 2. Distancecost of the steep and shallow inclines is the same, while Workcost

is sensitive to the incline of the ramp.

Rewards We do not make a-priori assumptions about the reward associated with

reaching the goal agents, except that they can potentially exceed the range of the costs:

Reward(TargetA) ∼ Uniform(0, Rewardmax), (6.6)

Reward(TargetB) ∼ Uniform(0, Rewardmax). (6.7)

Inference Using the previous assumptions, we can calculate the posterior distribution

over the rewards and costs conditioned on an observed action A. Applying Bayesian

reasoning, this is a combination of the likelihood of the observed action (given by the

planning procedure), and the prior distributions over costs and rewards:
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P (Reward, Cost|A, S) ∝ P (A|S,Cost, Reward)× P (Reward, Cost) (6.8)

We constructed a probabilistic program that samples rewards and costs from this

posterior, conditioned on observed actions matching the actions of the agent . The

program was written in Church (Goodman et al., 2012), a probabilistic programming

language based on Scheme.

This program can be used to infer the value of the reward for the different

experiments (cases 1-8 as detailed above). Below we consider the specific case of

Experiment 2 from the current paper (Ramps), using the NUC-force model. The

sampling procedure in Church uses the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, and Fig. 6.4

shows the resulting approximation to the posterior in Eq. (6.8) for Experiment 2 and

the NUC-force model, with 5,000 samples at 10-step intervals with a burn-in of 1,000

samples. As can be seen in Fig. 6.4, the model shifts probability away from a uniform

distribution for both goals, such that the reward for the higher-effort target is higher in

expectation than the lower-effort one. For both the targets, most of the probability mass

is in between the accepted and rejected costs, as expected.

Action Prediction The ‘forward planning’ part of the program implements Eq.

(6.1)-(6.8) and the decision-making framework of the first section. This forward planning

can use the posterior distribution inferred from observing the agent’s action to predict its

next actions, P (Action|Previousstimuli). This probability can be calculated for cases in

which there is only one reward and multiple possible actions (as in Gergely et al., 1995,

Experiments 1-2) or multiple rewards (the other experiments considered). In all model

comparisons we used 5,000 samples at 10-step intervals with a burn-in of 1,000 samples
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Figure 6.4: The model’s inferred posterior probability distribution over possible reward values,

after seeing the actions taken in Experiment 2 when using a Force-based cost function. Note

that for the force-based model the cost of the different ramps is a combination of the effort of

working against gravity and overcoming friction.

for the inference of the reward distributions, and for the sampling of action predictions.

We discounted the ‘Do Nothing’ action predictions, as the infants never saw these in the

test stimuli, and were faced rather with a direct comparison between two actions.

To give an example of a particular way in which action prediction proceeds, we

consider again Experiment 2 from the current paper under the NUC-force model. For

the test stimuli, the situation includes no barriers, and both targets are obtainable. The

possible actions are: going to target A, going to target B, or doing nothing. We assume

that:

Reward(TargetA) P (Reward(TargetA)|PreviousStimuli), (6.9)

Reward(TargetB) P (Reward(TargetB)|PreviousStimuli), (6.10)
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where P (Reward(Target)|PreviousStimuli) is calculated using the program

approximating Eq. (6.8).

Figure 6.5: Probability of predicted next action by the NUC-force model for Experiment

2 (Ramps), for the test case in which both targets are equally accessible. Black lines show

bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 6.5 shows the resulting prediction for the probability distribution over the

agent’s action. As can be seen in Fig. 6.5, the model predicts the agent will move

towards the Target that it expended higher effort to reach earlier. Consequently, when

the agent moves towards the lower effort Target, this goes against the prediction. The

amount of surprise the model predicts can be directly related to the inverse of the

probability of a given event or action (Téglás et al., 2011).

Alternative Models The NUC-force and NUC-distance models outlined so far

assume that infants are able to use Bayesian reasoning to integrate inferences about cost,

reward, and agent rationality to predict the next action of an agent. The NUC-distance

model assumes that cost is proportional to perceptually observable distance, while the

NUC-force model assumes that cost is proportional to physical effort.
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But an alternative option is that infants are performing a much more low-level

analysis of the scene, or reasoning about costs and rewards in a non-integrated way.

Consider for example the findings from Experiment 1 in Woodward (1998), showing

that 9-month old infants expected an agent to reach for a goal object A over B, after

A and B had switched positions compared to habituation. A full NUC mental model

could be deployed to infer that the reward for A is higher than the reward for B, and

then correctly predict the action. But it is also possible that infants are reasoning along

the lines of “A goal previously reached for will be reached for again, regardless of its

position”.

We thus consider 3 alternatives to the NUC model, all of which involve different

forms of lower level or non-integrated reasoning, as follows:

1. Count-based: This is a perceptual-based account that relies on directly observable

cues: reaching an item, and the distance to the item. This model is similar to

the NUC in that agents are assumed to be rational planners that act to achieve

goals under constraints. However, rather than using full Bayesian inverse planning

to reason about rewards, it uses an easy-to-calculate proxy for the reward of a

target: The model tallies the number of times a goal object has been approached

or reached, and considers that tally in proportion to the total number of times any

goals have been reached. Furthermore, the model considers the cost as proportional

to the distance. Thus, for this model:

P (Rewardi|Stimuli) =
tally(Rewardiapproached)∑
j tally(Rewardjapproached)

. (6.11)

The cost is calculated as in Eq. (6.4), and the planning proceeds as in Eq.
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(3.2)-(6.3).

2. Cost Only: This model assumes all goal states are equally rewarding, but is

sensitive to the cost in the form of distance as in Eq. (6.8). Such a model is able

to reason about agents acting efficiently to reach goals, in the sense of minimizing

distance as in Gergely et al. (1995), for example.

3. Reward Only: This model assumes rewards can vary and performs the correct

Bayesian updating on the probability distribution over reward as in Eq. (6.8), but

without the cost factor. Such a model is sufficient for correctly predicting behavior

when reasoning about the choices of agent that shows a simple preference for one

target over another, as in Woodward (1998), for example.

Comparison to Empirical Data from Eight Experiments In this section we

compare the outputted prediction of the NUC models as well as the alternative models,

to eight different experiments examining infants’ expectations about cost, reward and

efficient behavior. The experiments considered were:

1. Experiment 1 in the current paper (Barriers).

2. Experiment 2 in the current paper (Ramps).

3. Experiment 3 in the current paper (Gaps).

4. Experiment 1 in Liu and Spelke (2017), in which six-month-old infants first view

an agent jumping over barriers of varying sizes to get to a goal. In the test phase,

the agent is blocked by a previously unseen small barrier and either makes a small

jump (expected) or a large jump (unexpected) over the barrier to reach the goal.
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5. Experiment 2 in Liu and Spelke (2017), which is identical to (3), except that the

barriers are placed behind the goal such that they are not blocking the path of

the agent. Infants’ looking time was at chance when shown a small or large jump,

presumably inferring that the agent is irrational based on previous behavior.

6. Experiment 1 in Gergely et al. (1995), in which 12-month-olds first view an agent

jumping over a barrier to reach a goal. In the test phase, the barrier is removed and

the agent either moves straight to the goal (expected) or performs the previously

seen jump on the way to the goal (unexpected).

7. Experiment 2 in Gergely et al. (1995), which is identical to (5) except the barrier is

placed behind the goal such that it is not blocking the path of the agent. Infants’

looking time was at chance when shown the agent moving straight or making a

jump on the way to the goal.

8. Experiment 1 in Woodward (1998), in which 9-month-old infants first saw an

agent reaching for and grasping one of two possible goals. In the test phase, the

positions of the goals were switched. The agent either reached to the same goal

using a new trajectory (expected) or follow the same trajectory to reach a new goal

(unexpected).

We use the same model set-up and parameters for all experiments, varying only the

actions and stimuli observed, and the different cost and reward functions used depending

on the model.

Following Téglás et al. (2011), we relate the amount of surprise in infants’ looking

time to 1 − P (outcome) as predicted by the model. Specifically, we relate this measure
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to the difference in looking time (measured in seconds) between the unexpected event

and the expected event. The results of the models and the comparison to the eight

experiments are shown in Fig. 6.3.

Code All the code implementing the computational models and the analysis of their

output is available on Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/crx4d/).

6.3 Chapter 4: Supplemental Materials

6.3.1 Procedure

Materials and Methods

Participants N=152 healthy, full-term infants (Mean age=107 days, range=91-122,

78 female) were included in our final sample. An additional 50 infants participated but

were excluded from our final sample due to fussiness (28 infants), inattentiveness (5

infants), caregiver interference (1 infant), experimenter or coding error (19 infants), or

technical issues (5 infants). These exclusionary criteria were set prior to the start of

data collection for all experiments and were pre-registered for Experiments 4 and 5. For

exclusion information broken down by experiment, see Table ??S2.

Experimental Procedure Caregivers were instructed to look away from the screen

and not direct their infants’ attention in any way for the entirety of the study. All

videos were presented using Keynote. Prior to every trial, the experimenter played

an attention-getting animation until infants looked towards the screen. Then, infants
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watched a 4s video of an action, which paused on the last frame. All trials began on

the first frame of the video, and ended when infants either looked for 45 cumulative

seconds towards the screen or looked for 2 consecutive seconds away from the screen.

Infants saw between 6 and 12 habituation videos followed by 3 pairs of efficient and

inefficient test videos, order counterbalanced across participants. The experiment moved

from habituation to test when infants’ summed looking times towards the most recent

3 habituation trials fell to below half of their summed looking times towards the first 3

habituation trials, or after 12 habituation trials, whichever came first.

Data Coding and Reliability Looking times were measured online using XHAB

(Pinto, 1995), and then coded offline in jhab (Casstevens, 2007) or Datavyu (Datavyu

Team, 2014) with the same thresholds as online coding to check for coding errors and

inattention, and these offline values entered the final analysis. To assess the reliability

of our data, 50% of test trials from participants across Experiments 1-5 (76 participants,

456 trials) were randomly selected and coded by additional researchers who were unaware

of experimental condition and test trial order. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)

between the original data, and this newly coded data, was 0.969 (95% CI [0.946, 0.982]),

0.969 (95% CI [0.943, 0.982]), 0.968 (95% CI [0.955, 0.978]), 0.963 (95% CI [0.938,

0.977]), and (95% CI 0.936 [0.911, 0.954]), for Experiments 1 through 5, respectively.
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6.3.2 Supplementary Results

Comparing results including and excluding influential participants

Across all of our experiments, we checked for influential participants in every model using

Cook’s Distance (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012), as stated in the main text. This is a method

for outlier detection: The purpose of this step in our analysis is to identify individuals

whose inclusion in the analysis may have undue influence by either masking the effect,

which is otherwise present across the rest of the sample, or by driving the effect, which is

otherwise absent across the rest of the sample. Below are the results from the main text

detailing how many influential participants were detected in each analysis, and report

the results including these participants. Overall, none of the main conclusions reported

in the main text differ depending on the inclusion or exclusion of these participants

(though see below for minor differences in the findings from Experiment 2, the analysis

collapsing across Experiment 1 and Skerry et al. (2013), and the analysis collapsing

across Experiments 1 and 2, none of which change the conclusions reported in the main

text).

In the primary analysis for Experiment 1, we detected one influential participant.

Including this participant in the analysis generates the same finding as reported in the

main text: Infants looked equally at the efficient vs inefficient reach of a gloved hand

([-0.169,0.209], β=0.041, B=0.02, SE=0.092, p=0.831, two-tailed). In the analysis

comparing Experiment 1 to Skerry et al. (2013) Experiment 3, we detected 2 influential

participants. Including them results in a null difference between these two experiments

([-0.086,0.415], β=0.07, B=0.165, SE=0.128, p=0.205, two-tailed), whereas excluding

them results in a marginal difference across these two experiments (see main text). This
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difference does not change our interpretation of Experiment 1: Infants look equally

to efficient and inefficient pickup actions when the person reaching wears a glove or a

mitten.

In the primary analysis for Experiment 2, we detected 2 influential participants.

Including them in the sample generates a marginal effect in the same direction as that

reported in the main text: Infants looked longer at the inefficient than the efficient reach

of a bare hand [-0.024,0.318], β=0.297, B=0.147, SE=0.083, p=0.091, two-tailed). In

the analysis comparing Experiment 2 to Skerry et al. (2013)’s Experiment 3, we detected

1 influential participant. Including them results in the same finding as reported in the

main text: Infants’ looking preferences significantly differed across these two experiments

([0.048,0.536], β=0.495, B=0.292, SE=0.121, p=0.021, two-tailed). These findings do

not change our conclusion in the main text: Experiments 1 and 2 overall show that

infants have inconsistent, fragile expectations about the efficiency of reaches that result

in displacing objects.

In the analysis collapsing across Experiments 1 and 2, we found 1 influential

participant. Inclusion of that participant generates a null effect ([-0.042,0.209], β=0.139,

B=0.083, SE=0.063, p=0.191, two-tailed), whereas in the main text this effect

was marginal, but our conclusion is the same: Infants look equally to efficient and

inefficient reaches when these actions result in objects being displaced. In the analysis

comparing infants’ looking preferences across Experiments 1 and 2, we found 3 influential

participants, and including them results in the same result as reported in the main text:

Infants’ looking preferences did not differ across the two experiments, ([-0.116,0.37],

β=0.211, B=0.127, SE=0.124, p=0.311, two-tailed).
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In the primary analysis for Experiment 3, we detected 2 influential participants.

Including them in the sample generates the same finding as reported in the main

text: Infants’ looking preferences for the test events differed as a function of whether

they were habituated to constrained action over a barrier (experimental group) or

the same actions not over a barrier (control group) ([0.115,0.657], β=0.596, B=0.502,

SE=0.114, p <.001, two-tailed). In the experimental condition, infants looked longer at

the inefficient action ([0.065,0.451], β=0.398, B=0.258, SE=0.095, p=0.01, two-tailed).

In the control condition, infants looked equally at the two test actions ([-0.321,0.065],

β=-0.198, B=-0.128, SE=0.095, p=0.186, two-tailed).

We did not detect any influential participants in the analyses for Experiments 4 and

5.

Comparing infants’ responses to mittens, gloves, and bare hands

Because Experiments 1 and 2 used the methods of Skerry et al. (2013) (SCS), the

primary difference between the events from Skerry et al. (2013), and Experiments 1

and 2 from the main text concerned the presentation of the reaching hand, which was

bare in Experiment 2, covered by tight-fitting gloves in Experiment 1, and covered by

thick mittens in SCS, as in all the prior published research involving mittens training.

Could infants’ responses to the reaches from these experiments be explained, in part,

by how easy it was to see the configuration of the hand (easy in Experiment 2, slightly

harder in Experiment 1, and even harder in SCS)? To explore this question, we analyzed

infants’ proportion looking to the indirect, inefficient action in Experiment 1, Experiment

2, and the comparable experiment from SCS where infants had no mittens training
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(SCS Experiment 3), and asked whether the clarity of the person’s hand in each of

these experiments (2 in Experiment 2, 1 in Experiment 1, and 0 in SCS Experiment

3) predicted differences in looking preferences, controlling for correlated data within

experiments. This analysis revealed that the magnitude of infants’ looking preference

for the inefficient over the efficient action increased with increasingly clear information

about the form of the hand ([0.007,0.053], β=0.416, B=0.03, SE=0.011, p=0.011,

two-tailed, excluding 4 influential participants). This finding held regardless of whether

the influential participants were excluded or included (in the latter case, [0.005,0.053],

β=0.359, B=0.029, SE=0.012, p=0.02, two-tailed).

Attention to actions during habituation trials in Experiments 1-5

To ask whether infants’ total attention during habituation was affected by experimental

manipulations across Experiments 1-5 (action constrained vs unconstrained by a barrier,

state change vs pickup goal, mittened, gloved, or bare-handed actor, and action with vs

without contact with the object), and varied by gender and age, we fit a mixed effects

model on these fixed effects and experiment (1-5) as a random intercept. We found

that the only robust predictor of attention during habituation was age, [-3.400,-0.714],

β=-0.233, B-2.058, SE=0.68, p=0.003, two-tailed, such that older infants looked for a

shorter time overall than younger infants.

Meta-analysis

To assess the effects of our experimental manipulations in Experiments 1-5 and in

Skerry et al. (2013), we performed an analysis over these two papers (total N=264,
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Figure 6.6: Total looking time in seconds during habituation across Experiments 1-5. Error

bars around means indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Individual points

indicate data from a single participant. Horizontal bars within boxes indicate medians, and

boxes indicate the middle 2 quartiles of data. Violin plots in indicate distribution of data, area

scaled proportionally to the number of observations.

12 conditions). Our analytic approach allows us to assess the independent effects of 5

manipulations: the type of or absence of motor training, the presence or absence of a

barrier preventing a direct reach for the object during habituation, the nature of the

goal (to change the state of an object or pick it up), the presence or absence of action

on contact, and the presence or absence of mittens on the actor. The analysis also

allows us to control for the participant variables of age and sex, and model the nested

structure of the data (e.g. looks clustered within experiments and within papers). For

ease of interpretation, we used average proportion looking to the inefficient action in this
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analysis, following Skerry et al. (2013)1. The findings below exclude 16 participants on

the basis of Cook’s Distance, leaving 248 infants in the final sample. See Table S1 for

results including all participants.

This analysis confirmed the findings from the individual experiments reported in

the main text and in Skerry et al. (2013): Infants’ looking preference for the inefficient

action was stronger when the observed action was spatiotemporally continuous with its

effect (i.e., appeared to be causal) ([0.025,0.058], β=0.467, B=0.041, SE=0.009, p <.001,

two-tailed when infants received effective motor training (sticky mittens), relative to no

training ([0.029,0.074], β=0.583, B=0.052, SE=0.011, p <.001, two-tailed); when the

observed agent’s actions were constrained by a barrier and were efficiently adapted to that

barrier, relative to the same actions that were unconstrained by a barrier ([0.021,0.051],

β=0.406, B=0.036, SE=0.008, p <.001, two-tailed); and when the agent pursued a state

change goal, relative to a pickup goal ([0.011,0.042], β=0.302, B=0.027, SE=0.008,

p=0.001, two-tailed). We also found that infants’ looking preference for the inefficient

reach was smaller when they received ineffective motor training (non-sticky mittens),

relative to no training, ([-0.058,0], β=-0.33, B=-0.029, SE=0.015, p=0.051, two-tailed),

and improved as the form of the hand became clearer ([0.003,0.056], β=0.333, B=0.03,

SE=0.013, p=0.027, two-tailed), but neither of the latter two findings was present in the

1Although this analysis condenses all the manipulations from these 10 experiments while taking into

account data correlated within experiments and papers, only future experiments will give conclusive

evidence for the independent contribution of each manipulation. For example, because no experiment

in this analysis includes mittens training and state change events (only mittens training with pick up

events or no mittens training with state change events), it is unclear whether the effects of these two

manipulations are additive or redundant.
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full analysis with all participants (see Table S1). These findings provide further evidence

that action experience alters action interpretation, but so does causal information.

Figure 6.9: Effect plots for model investigating predictors of infants’ looking preference for the

inefficient versus efficient reach across Experiments 1-5 and Skerry et al. (5) (total N=264, 248

included in the final analysis, 16 excluded on the basis of Cook’s Distance). Each point shows

estimates of effects at each level of all predictors: Type of motor training (none, ineffective

non-sticky mittens, or effective sticky mittens), the goal of the actor (state change vs pick up),

action during habituation (constrained or unconstrained by a barrier), whether actions resulted

in contact with the object (yes or no), and the clarity of the form of the hand (0=mittens,

1=gloves, 2=bare hand). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. See Table S1 for full

results.
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Table 6.1:: Regression table for model investigating predictors of infants’ looking preference

for the inefficient over the inefficient reach across Experiment 1-5 and all experiments from

Skerry et al. (2013) (total N=264, 248 included in the final analysis, 16 excluded on the basis

of Cook’s Distance). Dependent measure is proportion looking towards the inefficient reach,

averaged across 3 test trials during test. Categorical predictors were coded using sum contrasts,

and fixed effects from the model should therefore be interpreted with respect to the grand mean.

Model formula: prop.ineff.all ∼ training + goal + hab+ causal + clarity + (1|experiment) +

(1|ageday) + (1|sex) + (1|paper).

β B SE df t p 95% CI

(Intercept) -0.716 0.457 0.012 241 37.17 0.001 [0.433, 0.481]

Effective

training

0.583 0.052 0.011 241 4.50 0.001 [0.029, 0.074]

Ineffective

training

-0.330 -0.029 0.015 241 -1.96 0.051 [-0.058, 0.000]

State

change

goal

0.302 0.027 0.008 241 3.39 0.001 [0.011, 0.042]

Reach con-

strained by

barrier

0.406 0.036 0.008 241 4.67 0.001 [0.021, 0.051]

Action on

contact

0.467 0.041 0.009 241 4.86 0.001 [0.025, 0.058]

Clarity of

hand

0.333 0.030 0.013 241 2.22 0.027 [0.003, 0.056]
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Table 6.2:: Regression table for same analysis as reported in Table 6.1, including all participants

(N=264).

β B SE df t p 95% CI

(Intercept) -0.640 0.455 0.016 10.73 28.34 0.010 [0.424, 0.487]

Effective

training

0.578 0.058 0.015 7.55 3.79 0.006 [0.028, 0.088]

Ineffective

training

-0.355 -0.035 0.019 7.58 -1.86 0.102 [-0.073, 0.002]

State

change

goal

0.301 0.030 0.011 6.75 2.79 0.028 [0.009, 0.051]

Reach con-

strained by

barrier

0.350 0.035 0.010 17.43 3.61 0.002 [0.016, 0.054]

Action on

contact

0.423 0.042 0.010 37.41 4.11 0.001 [0.022, 0.062]

Clarity of

hand

0.294 0.029 0.018 7.48 1.66 0.137 [-0.005, 0.064]

Table 6.3:: Tally of infants who participated in Experiments 1-5 but were excluded in our final

sample. These exclusion criteria vary slightly across experiments (e.g. we relaxed our definition

of inattentiveness from excluding all data from a participant if they missed a test trial, or if

that trial was miscoded, in Experiment 3, to excluding data from just that trial in all other

experiments).

Experiment Fussy Inattentive Caregiver

Interfer-

ence

Experimenter or

Coding Error

Technical

Failure

Total

Exp.1 7 0 0 2 0 7

Exp.2 6 0 0 1 2 9

Exp.3 9 5 1 12 3 30

Exp.4 0 0 0 2 0 2

Exp.5 6 0 0 2 0 8

Total 28 5 1 19 5 50
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Figure 6.10: Density plot of looking times during test across Experiments 1-5 from the current

paper (Liu, Brooks & Spelke, LBS, left panel), and Experiments 1-5 from Skerry, Carey & Spelke

(SCS, right panel) (N=264). Maximum-likelihood fitting revealed that the lognormal distribu-

tion (log likelihood=-1720.509) provides a better fit to these data than the normal distribution

(log likelihood=-1842.196).
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